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News In Brief
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Calloway board OKs
band director's move

Resurfacing of county roads
slated to begin, Weaks says
Resurfacing of two major Calloway"County highways and a
heavily traveled local route have been approved by the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet.
Approved for resurfacing are:
• U.S 641 South from Ky. 1550 (Glendale Road) to the state line
at Hazel, a distance of 6.53 miles.
• Ky. 94 from the 16th and Main intersection to the Graves
County line, a distance of 9.25 miles.
• Ky. 280 (Pottertown Road) from its intersection with Ky. 94
east to the entrance of the Miller Memorial Golf Course, a
distance of 2.83 miles.
County Judge/Executive George Weaks credited state Rep.
Freed Curd for his efforts in getting the projects approved for
Calloway County.
According to Puryear, the contracts for all three projects have
been awarded to Jim Smith Construction of Grand Rivers.

By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
After packing the trophy cases
at Murray High School the past
two years as band director,
Gary Mullins will now take his
services to the Calloway County
school system where he will be
the new assistant band director.
Mullins. a University of
Tennessee-Martin graduate,
replaces Kelly Harding (who
resigned in May) as Calloway
County High School assistant
band director and middle school
band director. The hiring of
Mullins as assistant to CCHS
band director Fred Ashby was
unanimously approved at
Wednesday night's meeting of
the Calloway County School
Board.

Hands Across America collects
nearly $28 million for the needy
LOS ANGELES (API - Hands Across America, the 4,152-mile
human linkup to fight hunger, has collected nearly $28 million in
donations and $8.6 million in pledges, say organizers who had
hoped the effort would raise $50 million.
The biggest success, according to a statement Wednesday, was
increasing public awareness about U.S. hunger and
homelessness and creating "momentum for further action by
communities and groups across the country."
"I feel that May 25 symbolizes the beginning of a new age in
domestic activism," said Ken Kragen, the project's coordinator.
An estimated 5.6 million people stood in line along the
4,152-mile route from New York's Battery Park to the Queen
Mary in Long Beach. Kragen said-, with an additional 1.5 million
people forming separate lines in states not on the main route.
Organizers said that despite gaps in the line they surpassed
their goal of 5 million participants needed to stretch from coast to
coast.

Elsewhere...
By the Assoristed Press

LOMA LIND.4. Calif. - Beating 100 to 120 times a minute, the
transplanted heart that gave Baby Jesse a second chance to live
has a normal rhythm and he's recovering normally, a hospital
spokeswoman says,
WASHINGTON - A landmark tax overhaul plan has cleared a
major hurdle in the Senate with sponsors of the measure turning
aside a series of amendments aimed at restoring tax-deductible
Individual Retirement Accounts for all workers.
WASHINGTON - The political firestorm surrounding abortion
is being fueled, not calmed, by the Supreme Court's latest affirmation of a woman's right to end her pregnancy.

U.S. drinking ages
1.18 =19 El20 =21

"We've got two of the finest
band directors in the state,"
said Calloway County
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose.
"We're looking for great things
down the road."

Calloway County Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose reviews some of
the business during the county school board meeting last night.
During the meeting, the board unanimously approved hiring
former Murray High band director Gary Mullins as assistant
band director in the county system.
Stuff Photo B., thild Tuck

Mullins submitted his resignation to Murray Schools
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey Wednesday morning.
According to Rose. Mullins
was concerned with the
possibility of causing friction

between the two school systems
with the move, and his concerned drew Rose's respect.
"I was impressed with his
ethical manner," Rose said. He
added that he had encouraged
Mullins to wait until after the
Murray Board meeting Tuesday
night to resign. That way, if the
Calloway board rejected his hiring, Mullins would not be caught
in the middle without a job. Rose
said.
Mullins's move came as a surprise to MHS principal Bill
Wells, who had only good things •
to say about his former band
director.
"We've had an outstanding
record in the past - I'm sorry to.
see him go," Wells stated this
morning.
Wells cited the winning of the
Music City Invitational, with a
$2,500 sterling silver trophy to
which the school had access for
a year, as a possible highlight of
Mullins's tenure at Murray
High.
Mullins served as assistant at
MHS to Paul Blackburn for two
years before becoming the
school's band director.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Most recent rains add to precipitation woes
By LAURIE Bill NILE 1'
Staff Writer
Figures' released by Murray
State University today indicate
that from May 1 to June 11, 6.64
inches of rain fell in the Murray
area and according to County
Extension Agent for agriculture,
over an inch of precipitation fell
in the area yesterday.
In a Murray Ledger & Times
story yesterday, local farmers
expressed their views on the affect of the rain on the crops.
Howard, who was unavailble

for comment earlier, said today
that the area will not face a
"major catastrophe" if the
weather gets back to normal.
He said the rain has probably
had no ill effects on local corn
crops except perhaps in isolated
cases where water has been
standing in the fields. Howard
adds that the upland corn is
"terrific."
Statewide, emerged corn is is
rated four percent poor. 30 percent fair.60 percent good and six
percent excellent by reporters

for the Kentucky Agricultural
Statistics Service.
As far as soybeans are concerned, many local farmers are
behind in planting the crop.
Howard said that the ideal time
to plant soybeans if before June
15. He adds that after that date.
the'yield can decrease by 1/2
bushel per acre for each day's
delay.
The state statistics service
reports that approximately 43
percent of the intended soybean
acreage has been planted This

compares to 52 percent planted
a year ago and the five-year
average of 38 percent.
The condition of the state soybean crop is 11 percent poor, 47
percent fair, 39 percent good and
three percent excellent, according to the statistics service.
Another problem with the soybeans is that many farmers
plant soybeans after wheat but
the rain is preventing the wheat
from being harvested. Howard
tCont'd on page?)
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•'Grandfather clause allows some younger people to dnnk
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By GENE McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
An offer of $110.000 for approximatly one acre of land south of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital was authorized by the
hospital's board of commissioners at a special meeting
Wednesday.

The hospital board is attempting to purchase the property
owned by Mr. and Mrs. Robert
0. Miller to provide for additional parking and room for
future expansion according to
MCCH administrator Stuart
Poston.
Miller. a former member of

the hospital board and presently
Calloway County Attorney, said
today he has received no communication from the hospital
board about its latest offer.
"I hesitate to comment until I
know exactly what their offer is
and what they're wanting to
buy." Miller said.

The Millers had previously offered to sell a somewhat smaller
tract (approximately .7 acre I to
the hospital for $95,000 but the
board indicated it wanted to purchase the additional property
which would move the line about
(('ont'd on page?)

Reagan: new
NASA shuttle
wanted, but
funds unsure
WASHINGTON ( AP - President Reagan says he wants to go
forward with construction of a
new space shuttle to replace the
Challenger. whose loss he
blames on "a carelessness" that
grew out of NASA's long record
of -success.
At his nationally broadcast
news conference Wednesday
night. Reagan said he was still
studying the Rogers commission
report on the shuttle disaster.
"But I don't believe that there
was any deliberate or criminal
intent in any way on the part of
anyone" involved in the launch
that took the lives of the seven
Challenger crew members.
"I think there was a complacency there."" the president
said in reealling the many successful missions carried ()tit by
the National Aeronautics and
Space 'Administration. "But I
think it was just a carelessness
that grew out of success"
Reagan said he hasn't decided
how to finance a replacement
tennt'd on page I

News-piper

.toff PIi.9i.R, David Turk

Lester Byers enjoys a cool smoke with his pipe while reading the recent "June is Dairy Month" tabloid
section in the Murray Ledger & Times. The special section highlights the dairy industry in Calflowa
('mint', on the "40th anni‘ersar of the -June is Dairy Month" celebration. Byers resides at 203 S. 15th St.
in Niurra).
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denming authority has to do is
prove a need for the property,"
Harold Hurt. the Miller's at.
tome y said today. Hurt said he
told Poston he is not conviaed
MUCH "has a legal need as contemplated by the condemnation
law "

Hospital board.
(('ont'd from page )
63 feet closer to the Miller
residence at the corner oi Ninth
and Vine.
Poston said it the current otter
is rejected. the board has indicated it would consider acquiring the property through eminent domain proceedings
"The board has been very
reluctant to go to condemnation," Poston said "First, we
hate to get in a lawsuit, secondly, Mr. Millers attorney has advised us they can contest and
keep it tied tip I in court for two
years and. thirdly, the board
would have to get approval of
both the fiscal court and the city
rumen- t iv& we'-don't know bow t h ey would react Ito
condemnation "
"In
a condemnation proceeding the first thing the con-

Hurt explained that in many
t.ases, such as highway rightsof-way, the court will grant the
condenming authority the right
to take the property even though
the price will be determined
sometime in the future. In those
cases, he said, the need for the
property has been established.
The board's committee hopes
to meet with the Millers and
their representatives early next
week. Poston said, to formally
present the hospital's offer. If
the offer is rejected Poston in
the board w mild consider its next move at its regular
meeting Thursday. June 19
Contractors began work this

The Pheni. Econo s o solid
garage door with o price that
will surprise you. With all the
advantages of a higher pricea
door Ask about Phenix's

week on an expansion to the
hospital building on the north
side. That project will provide
for a new front entrance facing
Poplar Street as well as administrative offices and other
facilities. The doctors parking
lot that fronts on Eighth Street
was closed to make way for that
construction.
Later this year. the hospital
board anticipates breaking
ground on a new, recently approved, professional office
building on the south side of the
hospital campus. That construction will eliminate a large
number of parking spaces adjacent to and near the office
building currently in operation,
Poston said.
Its_ the_ only _ property -contiguous with us," Poston said of
the Miller property. "The
hospital needs it not only for today's needs but for five, six.
seven years down the road."

size

8 ft. 10 ft. 12 ft.

16 ft.

2x4

1.29

1.68 . 2.19

3.18

2x6

1.99

2.47

2.97

3.96

2x8

2.75

3.48

4.15

5.73

Rains...
(t-,wwd from page I)
said. The rain has not damaged
the wheat itself. because.
Howard explained, it was ripe
and ready for harvest before the
rain could affect it. However, he
adds there has been "very little
harvested."
Tobacco is probably the crop
that is suffering the most from
the rain Howard said.
Howard said tobacco is a
-dry-weather crop." He adds
that farmers have not had the
chance to cultivate the crop so
there is a buildup of grass and
weeds in the fields.
The rain also makes conditions ideal for tobacco diseases
which thrive with the rain,
Howard- said. "Most diseases
hate hot, dry'weather." he adds.
The statistics service reports
that only 63 percent of the dark
tobaccos have been set. compared to 74 percent set at this
time last year but is ahead of the
five-year average of 58 percent.
As of June 8. 64 percent of the
setting of burley tobacco was
set. This compares with 84 percent at this time last year and 62
percent for the five-year
average..
Tobacco condition is rated
four percent poor, 43 percent
fair. 50 percent good and three
percent excellent.
Although it is causing a few
concerns. Howard said the rain

is falling at the right end of the
growing season for tobacco. He
explains that if there is going to
be rain, it is better to have it at
the beginning of the season
rather than at the end when the
tobacco needs harvesting and
curing.
Other crops affected by the
rain include fir trees and grapes
which are suffering from brown
rot, Howard said.
While farmers are a litUe nervous, inconvenienced and
frustrated at having to sit and

School board...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Mullins and Jeffrey were
tinavailabre for comment,'
The board also approved a
resolution requesting the
Calloway County Fiscal Court to
approve a bond issue for the proposed classroom additions to the
high school and middle school.
Representatives of the
brokerage firm of Hilliard
Lyons were present to explain to
the board members how the
bond issue process would work.

Kentucky Capitol
terrace work set

Hilliard Lyons representative
George Sullivan told the board
the company's function is "to
create the bond issue to go
through the local fiscal court —
they're the conduit for the bond
issue." He also noted that
Hilliard Lyons will determine
the size of the bond issue, and
that the board must wait until
the construction bids are in and
the contracts are signed before
the bond issue vcan be finalized.

FRANKFORT. Ky. i Al') —
Work on an ambitious six-year
plan to replace the sagging terraces of the Kentucky'
Capitol
and to overhaul the landscaping
of its grounds will begin this
summer, officials say.

The board also approved the
transfer of former high school
custodian Charlie Lovins to
grounds maintenance at the
high school, and hired Rayburn
Pendergrass as custodian at
South 'West Elementary. Odell

wait, Howard said there are no
major problems with crops as of
yet. He adds that the farmers
had a "good spring" and were
able to get a considerable
amount of work done early.
High humidity across the
Commonwealth, coupled with
temperatures averaging 82
degrees, pushed heat stress
levels into the dangerous
category for portions of last
week according to a report by
the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture.

Colson was named to replace
Lovins as high school custodian.
Resignations were accepted
from Alana Garrison, who is
stepping down as middle school
cheerleading sponsor: Henry
Underhill, retiring as
Southwest's custodian: and
from Bobby Holland as assistant
high school football coach.
The board also approved Nancy Royalty as a substitute
teacher

Marshall Countian
charged in shooting
death of his stepson
BENTON, Ky.( AP) — A Marshall County man has been
charged with murder in connection with the shooting death of
his stepson, authorities said.
David Cook, 38, was shot to
death Tuesday night, Marshall
County Sheriff Brian Roy said.
He said Charles Ray Bishop,
no age available, was charged
with the shooting that occurred
following an argument at
Bishop's house.
Bishop was taken to Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah with a gunshot wound to his hand, Roy
said, which apparently occurred
when Bishop accidentally shot
himself.
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PERSPECTIVE
Small can be beautiful
The biggest i not always
the best and brightest.
A tiny Massachusetts elementary school whose teachers are among the lowest
paid in the state is one of the
nation's finest.
Hawlemont School in the
hill country of Charlemont,
Mass., has 145 pupils. The
highest paid of its 10 teachers
(a nine-year veteran with a
master's degree) receives
$17,300 annually, only $200
more than the beginningteacher salary in urban Boston. Yet, little Hawlemont is
among the nation's 257 finalists in the U.S. Department of
Education's program to rec-

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Mikel Alfred Burkeen. 18, died
today about 1:30 a.m. from injuries sustained in a one-car accident on Highway 94 East.
A computerized electrocardiogram service is now in use at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. This telamed system
provides faster technical performance and interpretation of an
elecrocardiogram ECGt than
conventional methods.
Billy Edmonds and Terry Yarbrough are pictured . with a
group of crappie •taken while
fishing on Barkley Lake. Robert
Dial is pictured with a bluegill,
measuring 13 inches. 114 inches
around girth, weighing one
pound nine ounces, caught while
fishing at a watershed lake.
No parking signs have been
erected on approaches to Eggner's Ferry Bridge over Kentucky Lake on HighAay 68.
Tis
years ago
A total of 1.707 farms was
counted in Calloway County during 1964 Census of Agriculture,
the U.S. Department of Commerce's Bureau of the Census
reports.
Robert Allen Pool, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Allen Pool, was inducted into the Armed Forces in
the June draft call from
Calloway County, according to
Mrs Gussie Adams, chief clerk
of Local Board No. 10 of Selective Set vice.
Calloway County will have 10
girls and nine boys attending 4-H
Club Camp this week which is
held at Western Kentucky 4-H
Club Camp at Dawson Springs.
Carolyn Reaves, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Glindel Reaves,
and Judy Adams. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Adams,
are attending Egyptian Music

Camp at Duquoin, Ill. Reaves
won a scholarship to the camp
given by Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Thirty years ago
Applications for natural gas
service in the city of Murray will
be taken this week in a canvass
of the city by members of Murray Rotary Club. George Hart is
chairman of the Rotary Club
Committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hanley of
Kirksey will celebrate their 50th
weddng anniversary on June 17.
Present at the Scherffius reunion held June 6 at the
homeplace near Lynnville were
116 persons.
Miss Ginny Weatherly is
visiting her sister. Mrs.
Malcolm tJanicel Sublett and
family of Casper. Wyo.
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It has been 50 years since my
class graduated from Mayfield
High School, and as we plan our
Golden Anniversary reunion and
stand by while the old building is
torn down after its 65 years of
service, we recall many happy
times there.
Ray Ross was our principal as
well as football coach. A big
man with a tummy that hung
well over his belt, he appropriately was nicknamed
"Bear." Although rough and
tough in nature, Mr. Ross had a
big, playful heart.
Mr. Ross taught American
history, an
he had his own
system for calling on us in class.
He had our names on Sane
3-by-5-inch cards. As he'd ask a
question, he'd shuffle those
cards much like Wells Purdom
does at bridge.
Then he'd deal one off the top.
The unlucky student whose
name was on that card got to
answer the question. Now,
that'll make a fellow study his
American history!
• • •
Next to Mr. Ross' room was
that of J.P. Glasgow, who taught
geometry and helped coach football. His father was teaching at
Murray State about then.
Mr. Glasgow was all business
and moved fast. His class was
the only one I ever failed. I
never knew what he was talking
about that first time around. The
second, though, the whole concept of geometry burst upon me
as if someone had turned on a
light. I never had any problems
with it after that.
Our English and grammar
foundation was laid by Mrs.
Mary Landrum, a prim,
dignified lady whose room was
in the W.J. Webb School on the
east side of the high school.
She taught eighth grade and
she was STRONG on grammar
and had an unbelieveable passion for diagramming
sentences. She often said she
could immediately spot the kids
coming in from the West Ward
elementary school because they
were weak on grammar.
For days, we hardly knew
what she was talking about, but
In time we learned. She really
put it to us, and you didn't get
promoted unless you passed her
work. We had a big, tough football player who played out his
eligibility with the team and
never did get out of Mrs. Landrum's eighth -grade English
class.
Mrs. Landrum, without a
doubt, would spin in her grave
today if she knew I had made a
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By Ken Wolf
Here is a comment that seems
very timely in our age of
lucrative television ministries:
Avoid, as you would the
plague, a clergyman who is
also a man of business.
Actually, this was not written
In response to the Bakkers,
Falwells, and Robertsons of the
1980s, but rather by St. Jerome in
the fifth century AD.

Letter To
The Editor

Carrier
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Paducah Showing
Friday & Saturday
June 13 & 14
Holiday Inn
Exit #4 on 1-24
DALE TANNER

needs a change
)ear Editor:
On June 6 in the letter section
of our paper there was a letter
hy Mr. Faughn about people
paying the adult fee at the Murray City Pool but not getting to
swim during adult swim time. I
agree with what Mr. Faughn
had to say. I also believe that the
park should either change the
ride so that people that are too
young to 'swim during adult
swim time should pay the
children's price or they should
let all people paying the adult
fee swim during adult swim. In
(411er words, it is my idea that
the park is making such people
pay like they are adults but not
swim as such.
Sincerely.
Melissa Nluscio
MI6 S. 17th St.
NIurray, Ky.
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By M.C. Garrott

Shorts, miniskirts, and air conditioning
were unheard ofin our Class of 1936
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Garrott's Galley

ognize outstanding elementary schools.
How do you reconcile that?
Commitment and dedication
by the teachers? A sense of
community? The capability
of some children to learn better than others? A rural environment less stressful than
an urban environment?
Maybe it takes a sociologist to analyze the reasons
why one particular school
rates better than another, but
one general conclusion can be
reached:
Higher teacher salaries
and massive increases in educational funding will not necessarily assure better educated students.
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
second of a two-column series
recalling the Class of 1936 at
Mayfield High School.)
career out of words and
sentences. I never was one of
her "star pupils." since I was
one of those who came in from
West Ward.
• • •
I didn't know until I read The
Messenger article that the old
auditorium had been part of the
old West Kentucky College,
which preceeded the high
school. Although long gone now,
it was there that we had our
"assembly" programs.
We thought at the time that
the place was huge, but the older
we became, the smaller it got.
Inspirational speakers would
come out periodically to try to
motivate us, or some choral
group from Murray State would
come over and show Os how well
they had learned to sing.
We put on our senior play in
there — the time I had only 10
words to say and could only
stammer out two of them when
they pushed me out onto the
stage and I looked out across all
those faces.
Mayfield High did have a band
in those days. Kenneth Wells,
now a retired professional
photographer in Mayfield, was
its director. Until our class
came along, it was known as the
"Cardinal All-Boys Band." No
girls were in it until Billie
Woody, Ruth Louise Little and, I
believe, Betty Mae Coulter were
permitted to join with their
clarinets.
It took 16 academic credits to
graduate, and you could earn an
extra quarter-of-a-credit for
each year you played in the
band. I tried it for two years
with my clarinet, but when Mr.
Wells found out I was playing
everything simply in the key of
C, my musical aspirations came
to a screeching halt.

My Murray friend, Jack.
played in it for five years —
from the time he was in the
eighth grade. He played instruments his older brothers
_handed down to him after they
had played in the band — first an
E-flat alto and then a French
horn.
• • •
Our uniform consisted of a
cap, a red sweater with a big
black "M" on it. and a cape,
black on one side and red on the
inside with Old English "Ms" on
its inside corners. Pinned behind
us, the red and the Old English
"Ms" would show. Our trousers
were black with a stripe down
the side, and red spats were on
our feet.
The big room in which we
practiced was also used as the
visiting football teams' dressing
room, although there were no
showers. They just cleaned up
the best they could, dressed and
went home — usually on the
short end of the score.
We had specific subjects we
had to take to earn our 16
credits. Two years of foreign
language were required. We only had the Latin and The French
— of which I had a year with the
prettiest teacher in the school,
Emily Catherine Bryn — from
which to choose.
We had to have four years of
English and four of
mathematics. Also, history,
general science in our freshmen
year, biology as sophomores and
chemistry or physics as juniors
and seniors.
Physical education? We never
heard of that. The closest to it, I
suppose, were the games we
played on the grounds before
school and during the lunch hour
— and these were strictly for the
fittest of the fit.
• • •
We had an hour off for lunch —
from 12 noon until 1 p.m. but
there was no gleaming cafeteria
with hamburgers. French fries.
pizza, salad bars, homemade

pies and rolls and the like.
The more affluent seemed
always to have money for a
hamburger and a bottle of pop at
Fuller's, the little place just
across the street, or at Mr. Boston's restaurant a block
away on South 6th Street.
Sometimes we'd bring our
lunch and gulp it down in the
study hall or out on the yard
under a tree — weather permitting — before enjoying a spirited
game of "leap frog" or
"sidewalk tennis" before the
bell summoned us back to our
books.
Most of the time, though, Jack
and I went home for lunch. We
lived way out on West Broadway
near the country club and either
hitch-hiked or rode our bicycles
out there, had lunch and were
back within the hour's time.
Some days, that took some
doing.
• • •
It is hard to realize that 50
years have slipped away since
those happy, memorable times.
There was no such thing as a
drug problem in our class, and I
can't recall ever seeing any
member of the class even drinking. No one had a car — only a
handful of families in town had
more than one.
We weren't without "wheels,"
though. Our dads were pretty
generous in letting us use the
family car when we were old
enough and needed it. In
general, I remember my
classmates as rather well
behaved.
Ours was a much simpler
time, and Mayfield a much
smaller town than it is today. We
were close to our neighbors, and
could leave our doors unlocked.
When we went to school, we
didn't wear shorts, miniskirts or
study, learn and take tests in
air-conditioned comfort. But we
cherish every minute of our high
school experience and look forward to recalling it Aug. 23 —
with our classmates.

Purdom Motors
is giving them away
We are offering a special
vacation giveaway on a few
1986 model Buicks.

All of these cars qualify for our low finance rates and are at
the old prices, before the 2.9% increase.
In addition to our low 6.9% finance rates, and a savings of
2.9% on the price increase, we are offering a

Free Florida Vacation
with each purchase

Stay 4 Days In
Florida on US!
,7.---\
„....e• -1 --,

41

....1

!II"

4...... 4, c.--., e--

PeliCanBciyr
•
PELICAN BAY CLUB'

/

The following cars qualify
until June 30, 1986
B-633 Buick Somerset
B-615 Buick Century
B-632 Buick Century
B-630 Buick Century
B-605 Buick Century
B-619 Buick Century
B-601 Buick Regal
B-627 Buick Regal
B-602 Buick Electra
B-613 Buick Electra

The Great North American Vacation Giveaway'
includes Four Days and Three Nights of...
• Defuse Acconwroodattons at One of Seven Ocean Front Surfside
Resorts M Daytona Meech for Two Adults
TWO Children tinder IS
• Spat of Champagne in Arrival • ItAllkfillit• Continental
Omsk?sat for Two • Discount Coupons for Shows, Restaurants
Attractions * Free Green Fees at the Pelican Bay Oub a The
Tismoka Oaks Goff a Country Club,
The VobridS MON fiNTIOuS Mel is the home of The Daytona soo. Jai Alai.
Dog Racing Only 70 minutes horn Dtsney s.Vorid. enjoy exciting night lire.
sparkling clear water, a beautiful write sandy beach, and a
vacation you II long remember

PURDOM MOTORS
"Satisfied Customers are our Main Concern"
OLDSMOBILE — PONTIAC — CADILLAC — BUICK
1406 W. Main
Murra
753-5315

••
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Corning events listed

MURRAY TODAY
'Gypsy' auditions start on Sunday
Auditions for the summer musical production, "Gypsy." will be
held June 15, 16. and 17
from 6 to 8 p.m. in the
Fine Arts Theater of
l'aducah Community
College.
"Gypsy" will be
presented the weekends
of July 25-27 and Aug.
1-3 during the Paducah

tam n You," "Some People," "You'll Never Get
Away From Me,"
"Everything's Coming
Up Roses," "All I Need
is the Girl," and
"Together Wherever
We Go."
Bob Shy, coordintator
of television and theater
at PCC will direct the
play. Shy said all acting
and technical positions
are open to the public.
He is seeking a large
cast which includes
several parts for
children in Vaudeville
produCtion numbers.
The total cast calls for

Summer Festival. The
production is sponsored
by the Festival, PCC
and the Purchase
Players of Mayfield.
''Gypsy." the Broadway musical hit of 1960,
is based on the life of
burlesque star Gypsy
Rose Lee. The music includes all time favorites
such as "Let Me Enter-
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Burt Young
Keith Gordon
IPG 131
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Bargain
Matinee
DAILY
All Seats $2.00

TOP GUN
Tom Cruise
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Short Circuit (PG)
STARTS TOMORROW
BACK to SCHOOL
Rodney

One man's struggle to take it easy.

tru 131

A JOHN HUGHES FILM
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS FERRIS WELLER'S DAY OFF
MIA SARA ALAN RUCK ..7.T IRA NEWBORN :=,.."" MICHAEL CHINICH
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20 men, 22 women and
seven children ages 9 to
12.
The Paducah Kennel Club will have an All.
Tony Powell of Benton
Breed Dog Show and Obedience Trial on the
will serve as musical
Jackson Purchase RECC Grounds, 2900 Irvin
director for the producCobb Dr., in Paducah on Saturday, June 14, with
tion. People trying out 720 dogs entered representi 96 different
ng
AKC
for singing roles are recognized breeds.
Judging will begin at 8 a.m.
asked to prepare one
with group judging starting at 1 p.m. Dogs will
musical selection of
be coming from various parts of Kentucky and
their choice. Powell will
surrounding states as well as more distant
prov ide
places. Six judges will do the conformation judgaccompaniment.
ing, while two others will evaluate the perforDonna Booth,
mance of dogs competing in the obedience
technical director for classes. Proceeds
from this show and other kenthe play,said people are
nel club activities are used to support the offeralso needed to help coning of two — $500 scholarships each year to
struct sets for the deserving
pre-veterinary students. Several pracshow's 17 scenes, design
ticing veterinarians and current veterinary
the lights, operate sound
students were aided by kennel club scholarships
and make the costumes.
while completing their pre-veterinary work at
Perry Cavitt of
Murray State University.
Mayfield will
choreograph "Gypsy."
He choreographed "My
Fair Lady" for the SumMurray Single Connection will have a cook out
mer Festival production
on Saturday, June 14, at 5 p.m. at home of Jean
in 1985.
Bird, 405 South Eighth St., Murray. Each one
College credit is
should
bring own steak or burgers. Also the
available to people acSingles will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at
ting in or helping with
the play by enrolling at First United Methodist Church to then go to play
PCC in Summer volleyball in Murray-Calloway County Park. For
Theatre Workshop for information call Dick at 436-2174, Ruth at
three hours credit, or 753-3735 or Martha at 759-4940.
Production or Performance Practicum for
one hour credit. The
hours for the workshop
James E. Welch, field veterans benefit
and/or practicum will counselor of Kentucky Center for Veterans
Afbe flexible; however, 'fairs, will be in the National Guard Armory,
persons must enroll dur- Murray, on Tuesday, June 17, from 9 a.m.
to 3:30
ing summer registra- p.m. He will be there to assist veterans,
their
tion, June 4-6 or 9-12.
families, their dependents, or beneficiaries in
"Gypsy" will open Ju- the presentation, proof and establishm
ent of all
ly 25 at the PCC Theater claims, privileges, rights and other benefits
with performances on which they may have under federal, state
or
the 26, 27, and August local laws. The service is free. As a
state
1-3. Evening perfor- employee, the counselor does not represent
the
mances will begin at 8* Veterans Administration; however he can
adp.m. and Sunday vise and assist with any claim one may
wish to
matinees will start at 2 file with the VA.
'p.m. Tickets will be
available through the
PCC and the Purchase
Vacation Bible School for Hazel and Mason's
Players box offices. The
prices for tickets are $5 Chapel United Methodist Churches will be at
for adults and $3 for Mason's Chapel, located on old Murray-Paris
students. VISA and Highway, starting Monday, June 16, and continuMastercard are ac- ing through Friday, June 20. Classes will be from
cepted. There will be a 8:45 to 11:30 a.m. each day for children and
20 percent discount for youth, ages four through high school. A picnic
lunch will be served Friday and a program will
groups of 20 or more.
For more information be on Sunday afternoon, June 22. "Ways Bible
about the auditions or People Lived" will be the theme and classes will
the play, contact Bob "visit" and participate in actual Bible settings
Shy at PCC, 1-442-6131, including a village home, wheat threshing,
ext. 219.
shepherding, fishing and the marketplace. All
children and youth in the Hazel community are
invited and for more information call the Rev.
Bill Fisher, pastor, 492-8576.

Dog show on Saturday

Singles plan events

-Churches plan school

MATTHEW BRODEIUCK

. 11 •••••,••••••••:•••••= .

DATEBOOK

Counselor here Tuesday

Central Center 753-3314
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Miirray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. editor
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Chestnut Street 753-3314

Sale
,.-NA1
0016 30% to 40% off

90

V

Summer Merchandise
Children's Specialty Shop
2122 Broadway
Paducah, Ky.
9:30-5:00 Mon.-Sat.

Thirsty trees
absorb many
gallons water

PROSPERITY, S.C.
(API — Trees are very
thirsty, some absorbing
as much as 90 gallons of
water on a hot summer
day, says GeorgiaPacific Corp., a forest
products firm.
Acting as giant
pumps, large trees can
elevate water through
their trunks at a rate of
150 feet an hour, carrying nutrients to the
leaves or needles.

Greer plans music camp
Karen Greer, local private piano teacher, will
offer a summer camp program for children,
ages 4 to 8, for any child interested in music. The
sessions will be for two weeks, Monday through
Thursday, and will include singing, theory, ear
training and improvisation. For more information call Mrs. Greer at 759-4410.

Youth activities start
Summer Youth Program activities beginning
Sunday, June 15, at Murray State University include Art Workshop,second session; Lady Racer
Basketball; and Golf School, session one. For
more information call 762-4150.

Church plans school
Vacation Bible School at Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will start Monday, June 16, and
continue through Friday, June 20. Classes will be
for all ages from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m., Monday
through Friday. The church bus will run and a
copy of the route will be published for the benefit
of those desiring to ride the bus. The public is invited to attend the school, a church spokesman
said.

Lindstrom is named
Airman 1st Class Deanna- L. Lindstrom,
daughter of Alan W. and Betty F. Lindstrom of
Rt. 3, Mayfield, has been named outstanding airman of the quarter for the 9th Weather
Squadron. The competition was based on job
knowledge, significant self-improvement,
leadership qualities, ability to be an articulate
and positive spokesman for the Air Foce and
other accompalishments. Lindstrom is a
weather specialist at Offutt Air Force Base,
Nebraska. She is a 1983 graduate of Wingo High
School.

Pace gets silver wings
James 0. Pace, son of James L. and Shirley A.
Pace of Rt. 2, Calvert City, has received the
silver wings of an Army aviator and was appointed a warrant officer upon completion of the
rotary wing aviator course at the U.S. Army
Aviation Schoo, Fort Rucker, Alabama. The
course provided training in leadership and
helicopter flying techniques as well asinstrument flying. He is a 1983 graduate of Murray
State University. His wife, Kimberly, is the
daughter of Don and Ann Gunter of 100 East St.,
Benton.

Little serving in Navy
Navy Seaman Recruit Terry H. Little, son of
Sandra K. Byars of Rt. 1, Hazel, has completed
recruit training at Recruit Training Command,
San Diego, Calif. During Little's eight-week
training cycle, he studies general military subjects designed to prepare him for further
academic and on-the-job training in one of the
Navy's 85 basic fields. Little's studies included
seamanship, close order drill, Naval history and
first aid. Personnel who complete this course of
instruction are eligible for three hours of college
credit in Physical Education and Hugiene.

HERE'S A NIFTY
PACKAGE

We are pleased to
announce that Gail
Horn, bride-elect of
Richard Wooster,
has selected her
china, stoneware,
crystal, stainless
and
accessories
from our complete
bridal registry. Gail
and Richard will be
married July 12.

business insurance package, that is. It's SERIES
ONE, a broad-coverage, competitively-priced plan
for retail stores, offices,
churches, apartments and
State Auto
drug stores. Call us for a
rrl Insurance
proposal and quotation.
L.1 Companies
A

IZI

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple
Southside of the Ct. Square
753-4451

The Showcase

Agents
Dan McNutt
Bill Thurman
Pete Purdom

753-4641
•

11

121 Ile-Pass

..111 Pr...4_,I1 RAW'114:„..R

lik.44. A w

TENDER BITE-SIZE
SHRIMP DINNER
The Captain has a special value for you...his
Tender Bite Size Shrimp Dinner! An extra large
serving of delicious bite size shrimp, natural
cut french fries,
creamy cole
slaw,southern
style hush pup, pies, cocktail
sauce and
lemon wedge.

"Quality Makes The Difference"

9 a.m.-2 p.m.

featuring:
Ham
Bacon
Sausage
Waffles
Eggs
Fresh Fruit
Muffins
Corned Beef Hash
Hash Browns
Biscuits
Gravy
Deli Salads
Cobbler

all you can eat

$349

Monday and Tuesday Special

2 Piece Fish Dinners
$399
For
Try Our Drive-Thru
"A full service family

1510 Chestnut St.

restaurant"

Murray

759-97534

Cap
gn tain D's.

.a

little seafood place

4

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray
759-9383

Thursday. June 12
District 13 of Kentucky Nurses Associa•
Lion will have a picnic at
lake cottage of Ruth
Cole at 5:30 p.m
— — — —
Compassionate
Parent Support Group
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Calloway County Health
Center to go to Community Hospital.
Mayfield, for meeting at
7 p.m.
— — — —
Jerry and the Goffs
will present a gospel
concert at 7 p.m. at
Christian Fellowship
Church at Briensburg.
— — — —
Prepared Childbirth
Class will meet at 7 p:m.
in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
— — ——
Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. at First l'nited
Methodist Church to go
play volleyball at 7:30
p.m. at Murray Calloway County Park.
— — ——
"Ann ie" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call
759-1752.
— —— —
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church. Benton. For information call 753-0061.
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
— ———
Murray Chapter No.
92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select
Masters will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall
— — — —
Friday. June 13
Clinic for crippled
children with orthopedic
problems and children
who are victim of burns
will be from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. at Shrine Temple.
Madisonville
— — — —
Registration for
French program for
children completing
third and fourth grades
now being taken at
Calloway Public
Library.
— — — —
Concert by 34-voice
High School Choir of
First Lutheran Church,
t.'edar Rapids, Iowa.
will be at 7:30 p.m. at
First Christian Church.
111 North Fifth St..
NI or rray
— — — —
Twilight golf at 5:30
p m . with social to
follow will be at Murray
country Club.
— — —
Final date to apply for
Comprehensive Examination for Master of
.Arts in Education
Degree at Murray State
University is today.
Contact academic
department for details.
— — — —
Twilight golf will be at
5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
— — — —
Golf Tournament for
Leukemia Society, sponsored by Murray Underwriters Association, will
start at 1:30 p.m.. at
Oaks Country Club. For
information call
753-8355. 753-0692 or
753-4703.
— — — —
"Annie" will be
presented at s p m in
Playhouse in Murray Calloway County Park.
For information call
759-1752
— — —
:NA and Al. Anion will
meet at S p m at .1
Kevil Center, South loth
Street Extended.
Mayfield_
— — — —
Hazel and Douglas

Oi Country
Notions
& Antiques
121 Bypass
Murray
753-8774

Friday. June 13
Centers will be open
from 10 a m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
— — — —
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons is scheduled t
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
lodge hall.
— — — —
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850;
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; LBL
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
Discovery Walk at 8:30
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
— — ——
Round and square
dancing with music by
Sharecropper Band will
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
(Coned on page 8)
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Christian Women's Club luncheon planned Tuesday
Murray Christian
Women's Club will have
its "What's Fer Luncheon" on Tuesday,
June 17, from noon to 2
p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant. The cost
will be $4.50 per person.
Rebecca Blackford
Noffsinger will present
a special feature on
"Body Food" Including
quick and easy foods.
She is a senior at Murray State University
with an area in home
economics with emphasis in dietetics and
nutrition. She is past
president of MSU
Dietetics Club and was
named as outstanding
home economics student at MSU for past
year.
Mrs. Noffsinger and
her husband, David Noffsinger, line operator
technician at Ken Lake
Foods, have two

children, Aaron. 6, and
Ashley, 3. She is the
daughter of Joseph A.
Blackford of Murray.
She will be assisted in
her presentation by
Jeanne Jones, MSU
senior in home
economics.
"Heart and Soul
Food" will be theme of
the presentation by the
special guest speaker,
Jackie Willis Potter of
Brazil, Ind., east of
Terre Haute, Ind. An
collector of antique tea
leaf dishes and clowns,
she is works as an instructor in "Image
Improvement."
Mrs. Potter and - her
husband, Danny Potter.
independent sales
representative, have
one daughter, Kimber,
24, and one son, Brent,
22. Born in Hopkinsville,
she was reared in
Southern California,

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

What kind of day will tomorrow be? 'l'o find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY, JUNE 13, 1986
ARIES
yourself succumb to feelings of
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
loneliness or inadequacy.
flat
A work plan is fine, but still you
SCORPIO
may be set back a bit by some
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
contingencies you hadn't thought of.
Yes, you should go out and enjoy
Patience is needed now.
yourself. No, you shouldn't spend too
TAURUS
much money. Make the necessary
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
compromises to insure your wellThough there are many good things
being.
to be said about romance today, you
SAGITTARIES
still may be troubled by an intimate
(Nov.22 to Dec. 20)
conc•eni. Don't dwell on limitations.
Though everything should go as
GEMINI
planned on the job, there may be
(May21 to June 20)
some moments of self-doubt. Be sure
Puttering around the garden or
not to sell yourself short.
making changes at home base may be
CAPRICORN
on your agenda. Don't be dismayed if
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
a partner doesn't take much notice.
Travel should be on your agenda.
CANCER
Despite others' efforts to make you
(June 21 to July 22)
feel at home, you may not be quite
PIE
Though you're in a creative mood
relaxed in unfamiliar surroundings.
and able to express yourself to good
Give it time.
advantage, a lack of feedback from
AQUARIUS
others could disappoint you.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
111A
LEO
You'll put the finishing touches on
(July 23 do Aug. 22)
a work project, yet you may feel that
This is not the time to impress
you have no one to share your joy
others with a costly outing. Money is
with. Still, be proud of your accombetter spent on home and workplishments.
related interests. Get rid of clutter.
PISCES
Has.
VIRGO
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
42600
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
The accent is on partnerships and
Though you will be pleased with
close relationships. Don't let a preoctoday's creative or romantic developcupation with work concerns diminments, you'll find a home situation a
ish your good times.
bit testing. Have fortitude.
LIBRA
YOl' BORN TODAY have a definite
(Sept.23 po Oct.22)
interest in unusual subjects. InvestiIt is a good time for spending time
gating the mysteries of life may be a
alone with pet projects. But don't let
life-long preoccupation of yours.

later moving to
Paducah before going to
the Terre Haute area.
The Indiana woman
also will present special
music at the luncheon.
Reservations and
cancellations for the
luncheon must be made
by Monday. June 16, at
noon with Freda Lovett,
753-3999A nursery at a cost of
$1 per family will be
provided for
preschoolers at
Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Main
Streets. Reservations

Are You Looking
For A Pharmacy?
Well, Look No Further
We're The One For You!
•PCS, PAID Metimet, APS, BC/BS
Medicaid Ky.
•Emergency Service
'Mail Out Service
*Screening For Drug Interaction
•2 Registered Pharmacists
'Free Delivery
'New Lower Prescription Prices

Rebecca B. Noffsinger
will give special feature

dbmabwil
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We are pleased to
announce that Jana
Hopkins, bride-elect
of Randy Barnett,
has selected her pottery, crystal and
stainless from our
complete
bridal
registry. Jana and
Randy will be married July 5.

Fier

441E

tist

for the nursery may be
made by calling
Murdena Simmons,
759-1860, or with Mrs.
Lovett.
"MCWC is one of
many international
cliibs scattered
throughout the world.
There is no formal
membership thus no
dues or special requirements. There is no
affiliation with any
other clubs or with any
particular religious
denomination,— said
Edna Butler, local
chairman.

n
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H. COUNTRY geese Kerchief-wearing geese with heartsand-patchwork border are silkscreened on longlasting indoor/outdoor carpet A touch of whimsy under foot and excellent value at this price Can be cleaned with soap and
water 30-x20 • $19.95
Other designs in stock

The Shon)case

HOLLAND DRUGS

753-4541

109 S. 4th St.
753-1462

121 By-Pass
'Cs K.4.-)1 ‘
1 .4—.110[4.$1[4..11114_,144,1

lhe Cherry Branc
Summer Sale
Misses

50% off

Liz Claiborne
Gregge Sport
Intuitions
Blouses. Jackets
Skirts. Pants. Sweaters

We carry boys & girls clothing

lA Off

Girl's Dresses and Boy's Suits
*Does not include pageant dresses
Sizes newborn-14

We also carry clothes for premies
3 to 5 lbs.

1,1,IF for baby and me
Open: Monday-Thursday 84 Saturday. 10-6, Friday 10-8
Central Shopping Center
759-95-8

Friday the Thirteenth
COME TO THE

Blouses 1/2 Off

Swimsuits

Fox Croft
Liz Claiborne
Intuitions

% Off

Selected Group Dresses
& Jumpsuits
Act I
Donna Morgan
J Ellis
E. D. Michaels
Liz Claiborne

IA

Of

Sweaters IA Off
Bonnie & Bill. Liz Claiborne

?T
AEVe'
da l
SPECIAL
Rent 2 Movies and
Get

1

Horror Movie Free

Pickup Friday bring back Monday
It's your Lucky Day
VCR $9.95

Per
Weekend

Choose from over 1950 Movies
end lots of Horror Movies
Open till S Fri., & 6 Sot.
753-11201

Juniors
Selected Group of Pants
Tops & Shorts
Cuess. Emanuelle. Esprit. Organicall), Grown

1./ Off,-,

Bags Socks,

46,5—

RENTAL4SALES

All

CENTER
200 E

753 52°1

allia4t1"
*"
.
estit
norie4 % Off
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Events listed...
Saturday. June 14
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
King will be honored in
celebration of 60th wedding anniversary with a
reception from 2 to 4
p.m. in Community
Room, North Branch of..
Peoples Bank. The
family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
---Paducah Kennel Club
will hold an All-Breed
Dog Show and Obedience Trial on Jackson
Purchase RECC
Grounds, 2900 Irvin
Cobb Dr., Paducah.
Judging will begin at 8
a.m. with group judging
at 1 p.m.
---Homecoming

(Conf'd from page 5)

Saturday. June 11
Quiltfest" will be from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Rhea
School, Paris. Tenn.

THURSDAY, JUNE 12. 1966
Saturday.June 14

Sunday,Jutte.15

Aurora Arts, Crafts
and Music Festival will
be at Kenlake Music
Hall on Highway 68 in
Aurora.

753-7764 or 753-7663.
---"Annie" will be
presented at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call
759-1752.
---Aurora Arts. Crafts
and Music Festival will
continue today at
Kenlake Music Hall,
Highway 88. Aurora.
---Men and Ladies Two.
Person Mixed Handicap
Scramble is scheduled
at 1 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
---Summer Youth Program activities will
open today at Murray
For information call 762-4150.
---"Ho m e coming
Quiltfest" will be from
noon to 5 p.m. in Rhea
School, Paris, Term.
---Auditions for summer
musical, "Gypsy," will
be from 6 to 8 p.m. in
Fine Arts Theater,
Paducah Community
College. For information call -442-6131, ext.
219.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Archery Tournament at Jenny
Ridge/LBL area; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace- 1850 ;
Skywaik at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; LBL
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
Hummers Galore at 2
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center;
Cosmetics by Mother
Nature at 2:30 p.m. at
Empire Farm; Boat
Races at Pisgah Bay.
----

Greg Austin Band will
Diabetes Workshop
present a concert from
will start at 8:15 a.m. in
8:30 to 11:30 p.m. at
Curris Center, Murray
Kaniake Resort State
State University. For inPark
formation call Murray---Calloway County
Early prenatal
Hospital, 753-5131. ext.
classes will be at 9 a.m.
131.
in third floor classroom
---of Murray-Calloway
Murray Single ConCounty Hospital. For innection will have a cook
formation call 753-5131,
out at 5 p.m. at home of
ext. 144, or 753-6821.
Jean Bird, 405 South
---Eighth St. For informa"Annie" will be
tion call Dick a
presented at 8 p.m. in
436-2174. Ruth at
Playhouse in Murray.
753-3735 or Martha at
Calloway County Park.
759-4940.
—For---intermation—eall

FathosDay
GIIT6!

SIII7S

36 - 52
Reg.$140 Now $89.95

BLAZERS 36

- 56
Reg.$ 95 Now $59.95

S -eaCk4to Size 54
$19.95 and $24.50

Dzo Shi/z1is
14% to 20
Size.s to 52
1/2 Pitice
7ie.3 Reg.$70 Now $5

Shoat S,eeve
XnL Shiittis $12.95
S, j17, L, XL, 2X, 3X, 4X
7,-ILL-BIg PIENS CL0711IN
(rILSO SHOR7S
Ncri to C - Ilai7t 121 By - tr
Ky
753-3557

N

759-1752.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building. South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will inelude Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
and Muzzleloading Rifle
Match at 2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; LBL
Wildlife at 1:30. p.m.,
Stream Stroll at 2:30
p.m. and Night Visual at
8:30 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center;
Starlight, Starbright at
7:30 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center;
Crochet a Collar at 1:30
p.m. at Empire Farm:
Boat Races at Pisgah
Bay.
--Sunday.June 15
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call
753-0061 762-3399,

Muehleman at meeting
Dr. Thomas
Muehieman, professor
of psychology at Murray
State University,
recently attended the
fourth annual National
Conference on the Sexual Victimization of
Children in New
Orleans. La.
Muehleman said data
was shared regarding
the frequency of the sexual abuse of children by
both adult family
members and adults
outside the family and
the growing awareness
of adolescents as

1)
0/
•rye,
\40,

perpetrators of sexual
abuse with younger
children.
He attended sessions
focused on the specialized psychological treatment programs for offenders and victims, the
testimony of
psychologists in civil
and criminal cases and
recent research findings
in the area.
Muehleman joined the
Murray State faculty in
1971. He earned the
B.A., M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees at Southern Illinois University.

Farris-Chan-wine vows solemnized
Miss Melissa Ann
Farris. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Tremon P.
Farris of Murray, and
2nd Lt. Steven Lloyd
Champine. son of Maj.
(rel..) and Mrs. Ray
Champine of Paris,
Tenn., were married in
an early spring afternoon ceremony.
Dr. David Roos performed the ceremony at
First Christian Church.
Music was presented by
Mrs. Angela Fuqua.
organist and soloist.
The vows were exchanged at the altar
decorated with an arrangement of blue silk
roses and white gladioli.
Baskets of
on white pedestals and
two candelabra on
either side were used.
The family pews were
marked with white satin
bows.
The bride was
escorted to the altar by
her father and given in
marriage by her
parents.
She wore a formal
gown of white knitted
chiffon with a molded
bodice adorned with
pearl applied Alencon
and Venise lace. A sheer
yoke was enhanced with
a pearled Venise standup collar. Sheer Bishop
sleeves were adorned
with lace motifs and
pearled lace appliques
were on the wrists of the
fitted cuffs. The circular
skirt and chapel train
were encircled at the
hemline with a border of
Alencon lace.
The bride wore a
floral wreath entwined
with pearled Venise
rose-ettes, caught at the
center back with a pouf
of illusion sprinkled
with pearls and a fingertip veil.
Her only jewelry was
a gold chain and a nugget made from her
mother's wedding rings
and tiny pearl earrings.
She carried a cascade of
small white silk roses
entwined with ivy and
lace and tiny blue silk
flowers.
Serving as matron of
honor and her only attendant was her sister,
Ms. Sandy Jones. She
wore a floor length baby
blue formal gown. She
carried a nosegay of
baby blue and white silk

2nd Lt. and Mrs. Steven Lloyd Champine
flowers accented with a
hairpiece of matching
flowers and baby's
breath.
Miss Shawna Jones,
niece of the bride, was
flower girl. Her floor
length dress of white
eyelet embroidery had a
baby blue velvet sash.
She carried a white
wicker basket filled
with white rose petals.
The groom wore his
Army dress blues.
Michael Fyette. best
man, also wore Army
dress blues.
Michael Farris,
brother of the bride. and
John Lee served as
ushers. They wore navy
blue tuxedoes with
white formal shirts.
Boutonnieres of baby
blue silk carnations
were worn by the men.
Mrs. Patrice Wyatt
presided at the register
at the table covered
with a white linen cloth
and adorned with a
crystal bud vase with

blue and white silk
roses.
Honored attendants
included Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Farris and
Jessica, Ms. Kim Reed,
Nashville, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Buente,
San Francisco, Calif.;
Ms.' Laurie Shoulders,
Cairo, Ill.; Kyle
Spurgeon and Doug
McPherson, Paris,
Tenn.; Guy Parr,
Radcliffe; Mrs. Patrice
Wyatt, Murray.
The wedding was
directed by Mrs. Jean
Fleming.
A reception followed
in the fellowship hall of
the church.
The bride's table,
covered with a white
linen cloth with a white
skirt, was centered with
a bouquet of blue and
white silk flowers in a
crystal dish, flanked by
two blue candles in
silver holders.
The three-tiered wedding cake was
decorated in baby blue

and topped with a white
dove statuette. Punch,
white mints, nuts.
homemade chocolate
candy and wedding cake
were served from
crystal appointments.
The groom's table
was covered with white
linen and centered with
a bud vase of blue silk
flowers. His chocolate
cake with chocolate icing was decorated with
the names of the bridal
couple.
Serving the guests
were Mrs. Dorothy
Miller and Mrs. Martha
Kemp.
The new 2nd Lt. and
Mrs. Champine are now
residing in Clarksville.
Tenn.
Maj. (ret.) and Mrs.
Ray Champine. parents
of the groom, hosted .a
rehearsal dinner held in•
Commonwealth Room,
Curris Center, Murray
State University.
Covers were laid for 18
persons.

Carlin students presented in recital

Happy Birthday
from

lor

20% Storewide
One Group Sweaters
One Group Sportswear /
1
2 Off
One Group Sportswear IA Off
Thurdav, Friday & Saturday

Town
&
/_
Country
Dixieland Center
3-8365

mewelif
with 30% off
on 14 Kt. Gold
jewelry and

Students of Hellon
Carlin presented a piano
recital recently at
Calloway Public
Library. Students in•
elude, from left, back
row, Beth Rose,
Kathryn Carroll. Andrea Rose, Melanie
Williams, Angie
Schwartz, front row,
Lori England. Sara
Fitts, Joy Hart, Deidra
Holcomb, Ginger Hicks
and Renee Cannon.

a special
birthday gift
Rules to qualify:
I. Must show proof of
birthday.
2. 3 days befOre or 3
days after.
3. Can't be used with
any other promotion.
-i. Under 18 musts be
accompanied
by
guardian.
Downtown Murray
above English Sole
-59-4573
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SUMMER CELEBRATION
SLIM DOWN, COOL OFF at DIET CENTER.
GET READY FOR SUMMER!

1

THE

GREG AUSTIN BAND
Kenlake State
Park
Saturday, June 14
8:30-11:30 p.m.
Admission: $4.00
(Children Under 12 Free)

"Sponsored In cooperation with Kentucky State Parks"

We are celebrating six years of business at the Diet Center. We have
made a lot of friends and have had a lot of success. And because we value
you as a friend we are offering the complete Diet Center program for only
$27 a week for 6 weeks.
The offer is good for new dieters and former dieters. Please bring this
ad and get ready for the best summer of your life.
The counselors at the Diet Center have all lost weight on the program
and they understand how wet It is to lose weight. They will help and encourage you every step of the "weigh". Individual counseling, strict confidence and counselors who care, is what makes the program a success.
All the foods are nutritious and the Program is safe and sound.
The Celebration ends June 13, INC
DIET CENTER IS SUCH STUFF AS DREAMS ARE MADE OF
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We would like to thank-all who have
visited us at our yard sales on 717 Poplar
St.
We invite everyone to come by and
see us at our new location.

OPENING THURSDAY, JUNE 12TH
Custom Work (Cutting & painting)
- Hand-painted wood crafts &

ceramics (locally crafted)
L
.tig
Come
'.

by and register for a handmade]
ptable bin to be given away July 3rd
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Mirrray Ledger & Times
141liMS Highlights
Friday. June 13. through Thursday. June it
Pileaday.Frithly
6:30 a.m Morning Edition
9:00•.m Daytime Classics. Seven hours of classical
music hosted by
Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson.
4:00 p.m. All Things Considered National Public Radids
news magazine
of the air.
6:00 p.m. Radio Reader.
Friday, Julie 13
11:110 p.m. Evening Classics — Classical Encore. C.B Hunt brings
a concert of your favorites from the WKMS Classical library
8:30p.m. Easy Street with Shelley Howell features Jimmy Forrest.
Bill
Evans, Dick Johnson, others.
11.00 p.m. Jazz Horizons, Cam V,Illiams brings two hours of
contemporary Jazz
Saturday. June 14
6:00 a.m The Flea Market Jim Post brings a "Best of the
Flea Market"
special.
8:00 a.m. Music from the Front Porch. Linda Morgan and Pat
O'Neill
host four hours of bluegrass and loth music from the
V/KMS library.
12 Noon. The Times,They Are A-ChasiVn'. Jim Carpenter
firulaurawnour o contemporary—MI and folk/rock music.
1:00 p.m. Whatria Know? Comedy.variety program hosted
by Michael
Feldman.
2:00 p.m. Classical Encore with C.B. Hunt.
4:00 p.m. All Things Considered.
5:00p.m. A Prairie Home Companion with Garrison Keillor and
guests
Alice Parker. Country Gazette and the New Orleans Ragtime
Ensemble
7:00 p.m. Marian McPartland's Piano Jazz with guest
Nellie Lutcher
11:00 p.m. Jazz Saturday Night. "Recorded-live' performances
from
around the country..
Semilay. Jum 15
6:00 a.m. Music from Interlochen.
7:00 a.m. Opus 86 with Margaret Hunt
9:30a.m. Saint Paul Sunday Morning features the Dare Warland
Singers
11:00 a.m. Chamber music
1:00 p.m. The Big Broadcast of 1986 Bobby Bryan features music by
Harry James.Sammy Kaye, Duke Ellington. Russ Morgan. Gene Krupa.
Tiny Hill. Maynard Ferguson and Frankie Lane
4:00 p.m. All Things Considered.
6:00 p.m. Our Times.
8:00 p.m. NPR Playhouse - Marion's Men: The Life and Times of the
Swamp Fox. Episode One: "The First Test of Fire"
4:30 p.m. The Thistle & Shamrock with Fiona Ritchie.
7:30 p.m. Our Front Porch.
830 p.m. Easy Street with Kent Jenkins features music by Dave
Brubeck, Thad Jones, Mel Torrne and Eddy Duran.
1000 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space.
Monday, Jose 16
6 30 p m Evening Classics - Los Angeles Philharmonic with Kurt •
Sanderling, conductor and Boris Belkln, violin soloist. performs Tchalkov
sky's violin concerto end Symphony No 5 by Shostakovich.
8,30 p m Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Music by George Shearing. J.J.
Johnson, Scott Hamilton. others.
Tuesday, Jane 17
6 30 p m Evening Classics • St Louis Symphony. Concert version of Puccini's Teem with members of the St. Louis Symphony Chorus.
90 p m Easy Street Music by Frazier McPherson. Clifford Brown.
Paul Desmond. others
14easesday. Jame 18
6.30 p.m. Evening classics - New York Chamber Music series features
other music by Sarasate. Paganini, Brahma and Tchalkovsky performed
by Salvatore Accardo and Sharon [shin
8:30 p.m Easy Street with music by Earl Hines. Stem Gets, Singers
Unlimited and others
Thursday, June 111
630 p.m. Evening Classic,. New York Philharmonic with Zubin Mehta,
conductor and Glenn Dictercriv, violinist. Carnival overture by Dvorak. Prokonev Violin Concerto No. 2. Ravel - Dardmis et Chloe and Druckman:
Priam are performed.
6:30 p.m. Easy Street. Bobby Bryan brings music by Illinois Jacquet.
Al Gray. Art Taylor. others

As a child, almost
everyone has wanted to
run. away and pretend
they were orphans. But
for the seventeen girls
who play orphans in
"Annie." being an orphan isn't all its crack•
ed up to be.
"Miss Hannigan's
mean. it's hard work.
cleaning floors and
making beds all the
time." were a few of the
comments made by the
"orphans.
But t hat's
only part of it Long
hours of rehearals are
required to put a show
like "Annie" together,
but for these girls, ages
seven to thirteen, it's
nothing but exciting.
"It's a chance to meet
people and have fun"

one.
How does the rest of
the cast feel about working with the girls?
"It's great," said Jan
Naile. who plays Miss
Hannir.gan. head of the
orphanage. "They are a
bunch of sweet talented
girls."
Although the on-stage
relationship between
Miss Hannigan and the
orphans is less than
friendly, off-stage
things are terrific. "My
meanness is something
we joke about," commented Naile. "But at
first, a couple of the
younger ones thdught I
was mad all the time."
Hannigan and her
whistle are definitely
the "orphans" least
favorite part of the
said

show. But %k hal
favorite part'

their
I la PI 1

.all of
it!" HOWeVi'll', It NA
decided that the ail
dience will enjoy all the
music. danct. 11111i hill
"Annie"
boet it
phans and a lot 11101.1
And you'll 14(1 t()
seventeen "orphans" in
action beginning June
at Murray's f'layli•
in the Park. 1'1.1 tot
manees are at s p In
June 12-15, 19 22. 26- 214
Tickets ale A.e. for
adults, $4 tor .-A•tiior
citizens and students
For reservatiOn5 rah
Playhouse in flit' Pali;
at 15021 759-1752 N•ou
might decide to adopt
one of the little
its

-111;"%1:1161.-t

If so, come to Seven Seas and
deduct up to $5.00 from any dinner
item. (All we need is some proof of birthdate).

Orphan Annie's orphans
With Playhouse in the Park's production of 'Annie' approaching a group of
girls have been busy with parts as orphans in the play. Pictured left to right,
front row, are: Ashley Cleaver, Valerie Chapman, Summer Roberson, Carroll Lane Christopher. Second row: Lauren Hobbs, Merideth Julian, Erica
Rowlett, Catie Bates, Katie Cremes, Alexia Schempp. Third row: Molly
Melson, Michelle Crames, Keni Bazzell, Erika Anne Johnson. Fourth row:
Krystal Foley, Lori England, Lori Cook, Tracey Pervine and Rachel Cella.
Photo by Hal Rice

Birthday Cakes Available for Minimal Charge
on Request.
Call for More Details.
Hwy. 641 North Murray, Ky.
Open at 11 a.m. Mon.-Fri. 753-4141
4:00 p.m. Saturday

ellen

cas

The Jackson Purchase Arts & Crafts Festival
Logo contest, sponsored by the Chamber of Com•
merce Business for the Arts Committee, was
won by Ed Squires of Murray with the entry at
left.
Honarable mention was given to Ted
Schlueter. Murray, and Chad Clark, Madison.
ville. The fes‘ival will be held June 28-29 at the
West Kentunky Exposition Center.

Reed to play
in Aurora
Super-picker Jerry
Reed will highlight this
weekend's activities at
Aurora's Kenlake Music
Hall with performances
at 6 and 9 p.m. Saturday
Reed, an entertainer
extraordlnaire, has excelled as a singer,
songwriter, guitar
player, actor, and
humorist. Most folks
would be satisfied to excel at any of the careers
listed above, but Reed
has mastered them all.
Born in Atlanta. Ga.,
Reed learned to play
guitar at the age of eight
when his mother bought
him a used two-dollar
guitar and showed him
how to play a (.-chord.
His love of music would
eventually lead him to
drop out of high school
in Order to. tour with
Ernest Tubb and Fat-on
Young.
During the Mid-70's.
Jerry began his nowfamous association with
the- movies. Box office
hits like "Smokey and
the Bandit" made Jerry
Reed a household word.
He continued scoring
hits with songs like
**Eastbound ..and
Down." and "She Got
the Goldmine. I Got the
Shaft."
The event is part ot
the -Atirora Arts. Crafts
and Music Festival.
scheduled for Saturday
and Sunday. For tickets
and further information. call 474-2227.

Kenlake

...•

WIFIIV.
11/0221/
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Music
Ill
air
Hall
U.S. 68 — Aurora, Ky.
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Featuring

474-2227

IN CONCERT
JERRY REED

Exciting
Stage Show

"Smokey and The Bandit.'
I

Model AF615DT

See The
Great New Musical

41110r

f4

: 4:

V.
1.7

lit

"Kentucky, The
Land of Song"

4t-r-

Weeknights
SATURDAY, JUNE 14

$500

6 00 & 900 pm
$10.00 Adult $500 Child

THE SHELTON SINGERS

14,900/14,700 BTU
SUPERTHRUST—
AIR CONDITIONER
230/208 volts. 11 0
11 2 amps. 10-position
thermostat. Dirt alert.
2 fan/ 2 cooling speeds.
Air exchange vent.

Model AT505FS

499"

5,000 BTU
CARRY-COOLS
AIR CONDITIONER
115 volts, 7.5 amps. Easy
installation. 10-position
thermostat. 2fan/2 cooling
speeds.

8:00 p.m
Adult $2.50 Child

COMING EVENTS

Western Kentucky Favorites

July 5 Girls Next Door

e,

July 12 Randy Travis
Aug. 16 Louise Mandrel!
Sept. 26 Dan Seals

I

Model A0423DT
Model AD418DS

FOR TICKETS
AND INFORMATION
502-474-2227

SUNDAY, JUNE 15
200 p m $400

with Special Guests
Center Stage

22.900/22,600 BTU
SUPERTHRUST
BUDGET MODEL
230 208 volts 15 5 16 8
amps 2 fan 2 cooling
speeds Air exchange vent
10-position thermostat

17,900/17,600 BTU
SUPERTHRUST—
BUDGET MODEL
230/208 volts 13 3/139
amps 2 fan/2 cooling
speeds Air exchange vent
10-position thermostat

$529"

Aurora Arts, Crafts and Music Festival June 14 & 15
10:00 a.m. til

FRONT END ALIGNMENTS
Using
Bishrrian Infrared Alignment Equipment

The Home You've Been Waiting For
Warm. friendly fireplace in the family room Only
miles from town. Priced in the low 60's

MTG Better Homes
ik Gardens 753.4000

23

Give Us A Call
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
Established 1056
314 S. 12th

753- 1 750

Easy Terms Financing Available—Layaways
4.0W INTEREST RATES!
FREE WARRANTY!
LONG MONTHLY PAYMENTS!
FAST. EFFICIENT SERVICE!
HOME OWNED!
LARGE INVENTORY!

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street — 753-1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

No.
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I)award an original sculpture
I \() Award. kreated eve
i. National Father's Day
Henry Duna). is minted
.1 presentation to the Father
, Ionors each sear
is an internationally re'ptor. leuelry designer and
ncine Father of the Near•
. ott mporary interpretation
relationship between father
,t Imes and the symmetrical
the role model lather's
bond

The DAD Award is nine inches high.
and mounted on a three inch walnuttoned base. An engraYed plaque is set )9
each base to identitY the recognitio
corded the honored father by theNational Father's Day Committee
The AWard is copyrighted by the National Father's Da) Conmottre and is
jealously guarded from an commercialitation:.,Only enough of the gold-finished.
solid pewter statues are cast from the
original mold each year for presentation
to the year's honored lathers.

Treat dad royally: Make him "King for the Day"
.When was the last time you let dad sit
back for an entire day without asking him
to walk the dog. drive Susie to her
friend's house or come home early from
his golf game in order to start the family
barbecue?
This Father's Day make di.t
the Day" with some extra special ellention.
Here's haw:
• Start his day with breakfast in bed
and his favorite morning newspaper.

WE SALUTE

with
Great Gifts
44IP ESPECIALLY
for FATHER

Knives

have Dad's favorites...

*$ WheelHorse
Riding and Push Mowers
Weed Trimmers
•
Chain Saws
Lawn Sweepers
Big Wheel Garden Carts

•Give him a present he'll really appre- VCR. buy him a videotape of a movie
ciate — a pair of soft. comfortable slip- he's always wanted to see.
pers — like !wanner Conitint Slippers.
• tithe weather's nice outside, make
They're perfect for lounging around the
house and are great for traveling. Re- dad his favorite drink and let him relax in
mind him to take them along on his next the backyard under the cool shade of a
big tree.
business trip or vacation.
,hairmut-watch----ournmscrwtflutie whOtEtamily canbe
his favorite movie on TV or, if he has a extra special for dad — especially if he

can sit back, relax and enjoy the company. without the bother of making the
food preparations on the barbecue!
Remember, giving dad the "royal
treatment" on Father's Day will make
him realize how muchyou love and appreciate all the things he &les fin you all
year long.

You've come a long way back, dad!
When men began to leave their farms
and smithies for factories at the start of
the Industrial Revolution, they also left
behind the bucolic countryside for the
hurly-burly of the city, the warm friendliness of the family hearth for the harsh
impersonality of the office or mill floor.
Changes in family structure
That was the beginning of a change, a
change in the lives of women and children, and their relationships with their
husbands and fathers. This change persisted for the next 200 years, with little
variation. Father had become the teacher
of morals and ethics. Mother, at home
with the children, took over as family
disciplinarian and teacher, a role that
heretofore had been the province of the
man in the family.
Dad, you've come a long way back, in

the past couple of decades. Now that well
over W percent of all mothers hold down
a job in the work place. as well as manage the household, there's no way she
can "do it all" and still survive.
Fathers have been domesticated again!
They are washing dishes. They are doing
laundry. They are running vacuum cleaners, cooking up a storm at the range. and
taking a firm hold helping their children
with school lessons. And they're liking it.
The established image of father as the
breadwinner is being dissipated as more
and more families find that it takes more
than one income to succeed ...no matter
how they try!
And, mothers, accustomed to the
workplace, want to get back, once their
children are old enough for day care or
nursery school, or to shift for themselves.

Today, nearly 50 percent of all mothers of children under three are working
at outside jobs! But 70 percent of mothers with children under 18 are now back
in the work place.
Looking ahead to the next decade it is
estimated that fully 80 percent of all
women will be holding down not only the
job of manager of the home, but also
serving in an expanded work force that
offers more opportunities than ever before, especially in the service trades
where women excel!
What's good for father and mother is
good for the family. Working mothers
and fathers might have less "quantity" of
time to spend with the children, but studies indicate that the "quality" of time
they give is heightened.

NiaRME,

for Father's Day
10% Off
Limited Edition Sets
on Display
All other
Case Knives

35%

Best Service In Town!

OFF

STOKES TRACTOR
R( IMPLEMENT CO.

Murray Supply

iiustrial Rd.

208 E. Main

753-1319

Ti..

753-3361

SNAPPER

Court Square

Dixieland Center

PENTAX
21300111

For
Father's Day
•

GRASS CATCHER • NO DOWN PAYMENT• LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
-.3t time to purchase America's #1
ers Choice in rear engine riding
:or a limited time. SNAPPER is offering
6HP Hi-Voc Riding Mower(Model
• • thefantastic price of only S999.95.
eceive a Single Bag Grass Catcher
FREE with your purchase.Combine
• ?ciible offer with no down payment and
• thiy paymentsand you have a spec.- 3NAPPER value. •

SNAPPER's rugged 25"6HP Hi-Vac Riding
Mower features disc-drive and on-the-go
shifting through five forward speeds and
SNAPPPER's patented Hi-Vac system stands
grass up for a more even cut. For added
safety and a smoother ride, our riders have a
patented automatic blade stop and smooth
start clutch.'
Visit your SNAPPER dealer today and ask
about Snap Credit with no down payment
and low monthly payments.

-

N's asnap with

A division of Fuqua lndustnes

Automatic Film loading
and winding.
Automatically advanc•s
the film at a fast 1.5
frames per second.

Automatic OX film speed
setting.
For non DX film, film speed
Is set manually from ISO
23 to 1600.

iCTUIND
ITNU
SS CATCHER
io Value
s139.5

All of these
features and more
for only
flisciro-megnetic shutter
with manual and bulb
modes.
A
new
d•gr•• of

S LOW AS

42"
21

Self Timer.
Allows the photographers
to be a part of their own
photograph.

2 YEAR UPAIT'ED
WARRANTY

ROY'S

HURRY! OFFER ENDS SOON

ALL SEASONS
Lawn & Leisure
CS N. 4th
*A

Backlight Compensation.
Backlight button increases
the exposure by 1.6 IV.
Under exposure problems
In backlight situations ore
almost eliminated.

Murray

753-4110

Olympic Plaza

Murray

$199.95

Discount
Pharmacy
753-2380
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Fashiomil3le
As Father's Day approaches once
again, you are concerned with selecting
an appropriate gift hit- dad that he will

•

options

appreciate and enioy
one that will gel
yitu the 1110sa for yttur money and remain
Olin your butli_set

According to the Men'. Fashion ASS41designers
. and manufacturers for
springNumnier 86 are focusing on the
need of toda).% busy man and his demand for qualits. Offered this season are
a multitude of clothing options for all occasions at affordable prices, which will

Don't call us, dad we'll be calling you
This time it's for real! When Father's
That doesn't mean you can't send dad
Day comes around, the calling — or the a greeting card. too. A greeting card is
writing — is on us. on the sons and something to have and to hold to look
daughters and the grandchildren.
back on after Father's Day, and recall
There's hardly a better way of remem- how good it felt to be remembered.
bering dear old dad than with a telephone
Seventy-six years ago. the greeting
call on Father's Day, or with a greeting card concept was in its infancy. Most
card that says just the right thing. in the people took pen in hand and wrote dad a
right way. with the right tone.
littleiote of remembrance. It was a nice
And with all the new and sometimes touclr warm and anted.
less expensive ways of calling dad long
But our world lives in abbreviations
distance on Father's Day this year. you and speed-of-light communications. The
can bet that the number of calls will out- courtly letter of another generation has
run any record that might- have been es-- - giVen way to a bevy of greeting card
tablished in years gone by.
forms from humorous to serious, from
In terms of today's dollars, it's hard to colorful to philosophical.
find a better value for your investment
And it costs less than a dollar to buy
than a phone call to the family, a voice- and post one to your dad, stamp into-voice get-together that will do both of cluded. But do it now! If you wait too
you a world of gooti on Father's Day.
long, the busy postmen will be just too

harried to get it to your dad on time for
Father's Day.(Allow a week to be on the
safe side.)
All in all there will be more than 110
million Father's Day greeting cards sent
to our 70 million-odd American Fathers
this year. There's a lot of love behind that
kind of spontaneity. So don't let your dad
sit Wishing-or wondering.
One more thing. If you call on Father's
Day. remember the number of lines, local
and long distance, is finite. You may get
a bus_y signal because a lot of offspring
will have the same thing in mind that you
do. Hang on! Don't give up! Your call
will get through. And your dad will be
glad that you did!
That's really what Father's Day is all
about — the extra that's really above and
beyond the call of duty.

It's Father's Day
at JCPenney

make Father's Day purchases a breeze
this year.
Reaching new heights this season.
sweater dressing has gained recognizable
popularity. The trend is loose and relaxed. So why not purchase an oversized
sweater. which will give him an updated
look that is comfortable! It can have a letterman's stripe or two around the sleeve
in colors that range from the inspirations
of the sea in red, white and blue to the
hues of the desert floor. Cardigans. vests
and pullovers are the perfect gifts to update dad's casual and business wardrobe.
room meetings choose from a wide selection of windowpane plaids and interesting stripings in assorted contrasting colors. Choose two or three variations and
you have a terrific gift dad can wear over
and over agin.
Leisure and active sportswear is
knock-out bright and bold, with awning
stripes and tropical floral% in a variety of
hot colors. For the father who is daring.
purchase_ a hutton-down beacb_print
camp shirt with a color -coordinating
vest. But, the shirt must have longer tails
that will hang below the cut of the sest
Pleated front shorts, jams and hovers
make a great gift which dad will enjoy
wearing all summer long Drawstrings.
cults and hack pocket treatments make
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summer shorts tun and fashionable Ma
dras shorts with matching shins arc sery
populai It ir MtIse at me summer week
ends
Demm is always a welcome addititHi
.ins man s wardrolic Dui able seisaole
and moderately priced denim Walls aft
Worn lin casual tomtort II • 11.1 •ttivris.:
thai NesIerli Neal Is in ,.1% lc across Mc
country. with the traditional Inc pocket
iea,1 and the new wider legged (rouse'
worn with a hlaier and towhoy
now that's lesas' Gray. black. sunny pas
tel.. florals and tie-dyed looks arc thc
newest crate in dentin
For a mulo-nemed father's Day gill
package. hring new accessories into
dad's eseryday lifestyle Introduce him to
suspenders in solid colors and stripes.

PAGE ft

belts in bold colors of leather anti
winens. lies with paisley prints and hold
bright slopes And top it oil with a new
hat or. better Nei. a cap in natty tweeds
What about 4tnne tee-shirts. not white
but lavender, pink and turquoise! For the
dad who really likes those "Vice" guys.
purchase a pair of espadrilles and don't
bother buying socks. Trousers are neutral
to coordinate with bright shirts. The
styles are double or triple pleated with a
fit that is loose and comfortable.
For Father's Day there are many or
lions to choose front that are kind to youi
budget and will make dad look and le, i
good. In the world of fashion, the on,.
thing which remains the same from sea
son to season is people". awareness III
quality and price.

Thanks,
Dad!

r

For playing catch in the back yard, helping with my
homework and teaching me to ride a bike. For
sending me to camp, straightening my teeth and
loaning me the car every Saturday night Thank you
for taking me fishing, and to ball games, and for cooking hamburgers when
Mom's away. Thanks
for all the toys,
clothes, movies and
music lessons you've
paid for all these
years, and for listening to my problems
when no one else
would Thank you for
being my teacher,
chauffeur, counselor,
coach, entertainer,
provider and friend
Thank you for being
my FATHER

Be ready:

for the fun!•1'
FathersDay
special

112 Prints for
The Price of 1"
*Limit one coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.

Kings

Seiko & Pulsar
Watches

Expires June 19th, 1986

Snap Shot
Photo
1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Plaza. Murray
759-9347
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
I= IMO
Ell MIN EM INN

•Merchandtse shown for illustration purposes only

Furches Jewelry
113 S. 4th

WOVG COL thG gifts

753-283.5

'4*OP

FATHER LOVES BEST

ARAMIS
The Top Flight Traveler

qjkrA911.wr40)0,

Valued at more than $80.00,
this special offer is only $20.00
with a purchase from the Aramis,
Devin or Aramis 900 fragrance
and grooming collections.
Aramis introduces the lighter side
of travel: our exclusive flight-pak,
complete with every masculine essential
for first-class travel!
Included:
Streamlined luxury travel kit, brass razor, travel alarm,
comb and funnel. Plus 6 elegant Aramis travelers: Cologne,
SHAVE-PLEXX Calming Shave Cream. Moisturizing After
Shave, Malt-Enriched Shampoo, MALTPLEXX Natural Hair
Gel. Aramis 900 Herbal Cologne.
Quantities limited. Offer good-while supplies lest
Limit one to a customer.

-A(

elt-70
‘
1100
,.A1 ,
ilreo

Vilosere."
\IIINNIMPRINO4

SALE 59.99

•••••••••arama....

11

Suit Dad up with great-looking suits at great
prices. Choose a two or three piece suit made
of poly/wool or polyester, solids, plaids, and
stripes.
Orig. to $165.00
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Office 759-1400
Catalog 1-800-222-6161

Elegance in the Dirt
Celebrate the pleasures of hot-air ballooning at our Aramis counter

JCPenney.
•

?aka-

•

'
44
audr•

dionAftneti.

Ner
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Father's Day, 1986:Reaffirming the importance ofthe Americanfamily
1986Father ofthe Year honors announced
Hubert Cu een lin (ion
the -x‘% ards were presented on behalf
of the Fat he r•• Day Committee by Soup
Sales (also Pertorming Arts Father of the
Sales has been one of America's
cii
most bekised cimiedians for more than
Once genet at Ions and currently is on
NB( Radio toe hours a 4.k.n ti c „LA,J
‘keek
Milton Margolis. President 01 the Fat
Day Council and President of Host
Apparel said. Tye lived to see Lithe'•s
Day grow from a hope to a realised dream.
not iust oi mine but tor all America.
"I hope dim my ...iv lie in the cause 01
greater observance of Father's Day has
brought hall the satistaction to the 'oun
trs as a whole as it has to me as a person.
ti ii tag ms,selIJu ALI institution that
has grown so large in the esteem ot all
\mei ica is its ow it reward.
•- 1 tool, tos ward t.i.the ever -gtinving

Twelve American lathers %%ere named
to the 1986 Father of the Year Honors in
Neu York on Thursday. May 15th. in the
51st Annual Father of the Year Awards
Presentation
Limes A. Baker. 111. Secretary of the
Treasmy. was himored as Nat
father
01 the Neal hy the National Litho 's Day
lion of ii pubf k, SLI.
01g:on/awn that has been designating
oile model lathe's ,Is a pubh. ',C r% it. c It
ONO 50
DAD Nu at fs ‘1:142 also pi esemed mo
Arthur l.ev in. Jr . Chairman 01 the (meiican Stock Exchange 1or Commeice and
Finance. B I. Director William Web
stei lin Public Sen ice. Ambassador to Italy Maxwell I Raab. tor Diplomat
-Lou- Prmelta-lor-Sports. Dents
‘441 14+4
[Om Gullickson toi
Tennis. Ozzie Smith for Baseball. Rol
land Smith lot Communications. and

WWI Lillie iii father's Day as a pilslIne affirming my beliel in the American lifelince in our society. one that binds the style .••
Lundy closer because we pause to reflect
Added Lehrer. in an inter% ley, "I go
on what the lathers in our country. of the Tony one better. I'm a grandfather. so I
whole world. have ciontributed to our col- have even more reason to give. so that
lective welfare "
my children and grandchildren grow up
Anthony Cocheo. I seclitise mte Presi- in the kind of wlirld we env isinn for
everyone.
dent of the National Father s IXn Com
mittee and Morton Lehrer. Senior Vice
"Fatherhood is one ol the infallible
President. sened as Co-Chairmen of the
Father of the Year Awards Presentation
Committee.
Mr. Cocheo is Senior X, ice President
01 the ('List
Shop and Mr. Lehrer is
President 01 Magna Marketing Sets ices
They have both dedicated their time and
energy 10 the amis 01 the Annual Awards
Present:num.. the calling of national at
to the imminence 01 Father's Day
Cocheo said.
a father and-Tin
sincere in my obligations to iny children
and mv itc..ftus is one more way at re-

props iii the wav of lite which has enabled us hi he where we are, at the pinnacle of man's existence in man's freest of
all natuins.The 19146 Father of the Year Awards
were made in the Sheraton Centre in New
York. More than I .((X) guests attended
the Fathers Day Beef Broil Luncheon.

14.NIS PO'FVIN

Fathers
of
the
year

"rm

•

4

ROLLAND SMITH

()ZZIE SMITH

ARTHURLEVITT,JR.

MAXWELL T. RAAB

••••••

I

Men's

I

Western Boots ,

Dingo Boots

,411

1111 I I ‘NI 11 F.BSTER

by Texas and Double Al

I

I

Acme
I All- Leather Uppers

; Western Boots
1
$4395

All Leather Boots

And then there was Father'sDay

$7995 A.
_ $8995

Georgia Giant & Acme

Leather Work Boots
$3595

Sonora Smart was one of six children.
She and her live brothers, born toward
the close of the 19th century. were children of the emerging West..
When she was still very young her
mother passed away. The onus of rearing
the young Smart tribe fell heavily on the
shoulders of their father. William Smart.
a veteran of the Civil War.
That he rose to the challenge is a matter of Father's Day lore and history. Because, after the only daughter Sonora
grew up. married, and became a mother
herself, the inspirational sacrifices of her
devoted father overwhelmed her with a
sense of gratitude.
The year was 1909. Her young son was
at her side, and she was aglow with happiness when the idea of a Father's Day. to
honor her revered father
and all of
America's fathers — tame- upon her. -

Men's Leather

Zipper Boots
Dress & Western Style
$3495

Men's Leather

Men's Leather Autry,
Nike & Converse

Dress & Casual
Shoes

Tennis Shoes
Starting at

$18 & $20

HUBERT CREEN

Justin

$3295

able to prepare and coordinate them in
time. The compromise of the third Sunday was agreed upon. and has not
changed in 76 years.
Nor will it ever change. now that Congress. hy Joint Resolution in 1971. made
Father's Day a national holiday. evermore to be observed the third Sunday of
June!
Official declaration of Father's Day as'
a national holiday, however. came decades after the American public had embraced the idea. Congress was just
formally recognizing a fact of life!
William Jennings Bryan, the great
spellbinder of another era, was the first
nationally prominent leader to recognize
the importance of a day on which to pay
tribute and homage to our dads. Presidents Wilson and Coolidge both responded with support for the Father's
Day concept.
Then, in the early 1930s. the National
Father's Day Committee was established
to create greater awareness of Father's
Day. In a 16.; :wars. Father's Day grew
into a nationally celebrated occasion
from I local4, and loosely observed
event.
One June IS, Father's Day will be observed for the 76th consecutive year. It
has weathered wars. depression. reces<non. prosperity, changes in social mores,
and politics. In all. Father's Day has
grown in popularity into one of our Favorite and "fun" holidays, participated in
by over 96 percent of the country's citizens!
Father's Day is marked by an outpourint! of love and good feeling, a flood of
greeting cards, a massive build-up of telephone calls, gifts of all sorts, backyard
cook-outs, and countless family gettogethers.
William Smart. Mrs. Dodd's father,
who passed away in 1919. lived to see the
day. founded in tribute to him, take on
real significance in the United States. In
the intervening years. Father's Day has
spread beyond our shores to more than
three score nations. as Fir away as Australia and Japan.

The idea took on a life of its own. For
the next year. Sonora Smart, now Mrs.
John Bruce Dodd. crusaded in her
adopted home (0%1)
,
(4 Spokane.
She enlisted the support of the Spokane Ministerial Association. She got the
backing of the YMCA. Encouragement
came from the Mayor of Spokane..
Success crowned her campaign when
the first Father's Day was observed in
Spokane on June 19. 1910! That was the
third Sunday of June. and Father's Day
has been woven into the fabric of our society on that date ever since!
As it happened. Mrs. Dodd had
wanted Father's Day to he celebrated the
first Sunday in June which, in 1910. was
her father's birthday.
But the local ministers, who were to
preach special Father's Day sermons
from their pulpits that Sunday. Were not

HAMTOWN
U.S.A.
RESTAURANT
Hwy 68,

Factory Discount Shoes

West Cadiz

16t6 amid Maim 753-9419
--•••••

Every Friday & Saturday Night Buffet

$6.50
1,01

lake Catfish, Frog Legs. Stuffed Shrimp, Stuffed Crab, Codfish, Fried Shrimp,and Fried Oysters,
Clam Strips, Fried Chicken IL ISO, Salad Bar, and
a Variety of Vegetables.

Father's Day Buffet

$3.95
Choice of 3 meats, Salad Bar,
and a variety of vegetables.

REMOTE CONVENIENCE..
RCA QUALITY...
PRICED TO PLEASE!

RCA 13' diagonal XL-100 TV
offers 57-cable-channel capability'6-button remote, automatic picture control systems
Give Dad a Father s Day gift
he'll enjoy—from RCAl
•Local systems may vary Check
your cable company s compatibility requirements

LAST YEAR'S MOST POPULAR MODEL
SALE PRICED $

11995

ffEcH

1985 List Price
$159 95
FAAR139R

SUPPLIES

ARE
LIMITED

Ward & Elkins
Downtown on the Square

0
A

kr:

Reagan...
(Cont'd from page I)
tor the lost spacecraft and is still
trying to determine whether to
use unmanned rockets to launch
some of the satellites that had
been scheduled for shuttle
flights that have been delayed
by the Jan. 28 explosion.
He added, however. •*1 think
we should go forward with
another shuttle."
During a sometimes confusing
half hour of questions and
answers, the president paid a
rare public compliment to
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, whom he called "the
first Soviet leader to my
knowledge that has ever voluntarily spoken of reducing
nuclear weapons."
"We want to follow up on
that," Reagan said, explaining
decision to abandon U.S.
compliance with the limits of the
unratified. expired SALT II
weapons treaty.
With several months before
the present U.S. weapons
modernization schedule would
put the United States over the
SALT II numerical limits,
Reagan said, "We're going to
see U we cannot persuade them
to join in the things they're talking about: arms reduction."
He also confirmed the Soviets
put a new arms control proposal
on the negotiating table in
Geneva on Wednesday but refused to disclose anything of its contents. saying he would respect
the confidentiality of those
weapons talks.
The president also expressed
confidence that he and Gorbachev would meet later this
year, despite the failure of the
two sides to agree on a date.
The president appeared baffled when a reporter asked if
U.S-Soviet relations and the
chances for a summit might be
affected by a speech Reagan
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made two days before in which
Court ruling upholtaing
he lumped Gorbachev with
woman's right to an abortion
Cuba's Fidel Castro. Libya's
After first a sking that the
Moammar Gadhafi and Yasser
question kW repeated. the presiArafat of the Palestine Liberadent replied with a defense of
tion Organization as friends of
the so-called "Ratty Doe- rule
the Sandinista regime in
for protecting handicapped inNicaragua.
fants. which was struck down by
"I didn't think I lumped him in
the high court earlier in the
with them." Reagan said of the
week. Reagan said his adSoviet leader. "I must have
ministration wants to regulate
have goofed some place because
hospital care of handicapped inbelieve me. I don't put him in the
fants to prevent them from besame category."
ing starved to death.'
In a speech Monday defending
He had been asked to comhis proposal to arm Nicaraguan
ment on the Supreme Court reafrebels, Rea-gan told a
firmation Wednesday of its landGeorgetown University aumark decision a decade ago
dience, "Just as the men and
legalizing a hurt ion.
women of the resistance have
decided what they must do, so.
The president defended his adtoo, have Gorbachev. Castro.
ministration's elimination of a
Arafat and Gadhafi. ... The
program to inforrn. poor people
Communists have made their
about the availability of food
decision; the resistance has
stamps. despite his belief that
made its decision. Now we must
'some -people - rTIavg0 h ung ry in
make ours."
America not because there is nu
At another point, the president
food but because they don't
missed a reporter's question
know how or where to get it.
shoot wparieqrlav's Supreme

Get Dad A Special
Gift For Father's Day

114 W. Broadway

Charles Calvin Barber of
Palducah. Bettina Ann Ivy Kemp
of Mayfield and James Shaheen
of Okeechobee. Fla.. all students
in the Anerican Humanics youth
agency administration I Y AA
program at, Murray State, will
receive THA grants for the
1986-87 academic year.
Barber. son of Carolyn Payne
of 1209 Hampton, Ave..
Paducah, is a junior business
major at Murray State. He is
combthing his knowledge and interest in athletics with the Y AA
curricuhim.
A senior rehabilitation major.
Ms. Kemp is serving as an intern with the YMCA in Nashville
this slimmer. Her parents are

According to Phil Jachowicz,
executive director of the
American Humanics Y AA program at Murray State, the
university is the only one of the
13 American Humanics-related
schools to have three TH A
scholarship winners.

Mayfield, Ky.
Sun,

1-5

247-0597

)i4,
It-eft
LIF

VISA

Radio Shaek

-
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limbo /limb
CITILINE
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CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

Dad's Day is June 15th!

DAY SALE!
3-Way Bass-Reflex Speaker Compact Disc Audio Player
Optimus'-45 by Realistic

CD-2000 by Realistic'

Save
$80

HALF PRICE

69

5R.

Each
Reg. 139.95

1799

•Genuine Oiled-Walnut Veneer
•Liquid-Cooled Tweeter

12-Band Equalizer

Programmable Scanner

By Realistic

Compact Stereo System

PRO-2003 by Realistic

Clannette'-117 by Realistic

-1IH1111111111 IIIIIIIIIIII alimil31.

Save 7995 Reg.
119.95
$40

Low As $20 Per Month on CftiLine •

Hear police, fire-20,584
frequencies on 60 channels'
No crystals needed. *20-117

Has cassette. pbono. 8-track.
AM. FM Matching 17"-high
speakers #13-1221

AM/FM Car Cassette

2" B&W TV/AM/FM

Dual-Cassette Stereo

By Realistic

PortaVision• by Realistic

Low As $20 Per Month on CitiLine•

Has auto-reverse and digital
tuning! In-dash #12-1912

Desk/Wall Telephone
By Radio Shack
r

On F'at herS Day..Itine 1-1111.
treat him to Golden owl-al,
.
delicious 10 oz. U.S.D.A.
"Choice" Sirloin Steak Dinin'l.
with the choice 41f OW'Fain'
lolls Potato Bar Fret)(11
Fries. Texas lliast. and our
"111-Y4)u-t'are-To-Eat" Salad
Bar. all tor
certain to appreciate
being appirciated this special
way.
GOLDEN
CORRAL
Family Steak 1-40ux

95 Morn
24995 Reg. 349.95 119
Reg. 219.95
Low As $20 Per Month on CutlLine •

Save 11995
$60 Reg. 179.95

HE
MIGHT
PREFER
THE TASTE
OF OUR
FATHEltS
DAY
SPECIAL.

Save
$100

Save
$100

Gives total control over frequency response!!MX-circuit
expands stereo "image".
*31-2010 TM Sc,-Coustics, Inc

-

_

259.95

Low As $20
Per Month
On CitiLine*

Programmable 15-Selection Memory
Lowest price ever-ideal for Dad's stereo
system! With compact disc, there's no rumble
or surface noise-just pure music. And CDs
virtually never wear out. 042-5001

Save $140 on a pair! Tuned-port design with 10"
woofer, 21/2" cone tweeter, 4" midrange. 231/2"
high. Removable cloth grille *40-4033

40111

The awards. established by
Haggai in 19113. are awarded to
students based on financial need
and their commitment to work
as Boy Scouts professionals
after graduation. The grants are
renewable and funded by contributions of $120 and more from
individuals nationwide'

/
1 2 Price

Read the want ads daily

gram and has attended MurraN
State part-time.
She is active in her church and
plays the piano for the Golden
Aires gospel quartet.
Jeanne Kay Underhill. ranked
seventh in -the graduating class,
will receive a $500 Honor
Scholarship. She and her husband, Stacey, and their son, Corey, live on Route 5 in Murray.
Shy is trig.daughter of Arvis and
Martha-14,15m of Almo.
Recipient of a National
English Merit Award, Mrs.
Underhill has been active in
Future Farmers of America and
band while in high school. She
has received numerous awards
in FFA for essays and public
speaking and was a member of
the National FFA Band in her
senior year.
Other activities included Beta
club, FBLA and pep club. She
plans to major in agriculture at
Murray State.
Honor and Achievement
scholarships are presented by
the Office of School Relations at
Murray State.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ivy of
Mayfield.
Shaheen. a 1986 graduate of
Okeechobee High School. is the
son of the Rev. Micheal and Ann
Delea. A pole vaulter on his
school's track and field team, he
hopes to relate his athletic ability to the Y AA program.

Dress Pants

Mayfield Shopping Plaza

MHS graduates receive
Civil Rights scholarships

Two upperclassmen and an incoming freshman at Murray
State l'uiversity have been named to receive scholarships from
6
the Toni Hagkai and Associates
f Foundation in High Point, N.C.

IS`

Large group of

Mon..Saf, 9-8

Two individuals have been
returned to Calloway County to
face charges handed down by
the May term of the Calloway
Circuit Court Grand Jury.
Murray Police Detective
Charles Peeler picked up Anthony Benke in Elizabethtown
and Jeff Cooper in Cloverleaf
yesterday and returned them to
the Calloway County jail.
Benke, of Calloway County,
was charged with first degree
burglary in connection with a
break-in at the Joe Pat Carraway residence in April.
Cooper. a Graves County resident, was charged with second
degree possession of a forged instrument by the grand jury.
Bond on Benke was set at
$5,000. Cooper's bond is $1.000.

Haggai and Associates
announce scholarships

/
1
2 Price

THE EMPORIUM

Authorities return
two to face charges

Black High School Student.
Crowned Black History Queen
in her senior year, Miss Duffy
was a member of Spanish Club
and president of the youth circle
of her church.
Keirone Kendall, son of Addle
and Joyce Kendall of 603 Ellis
Drive. will receive an $800 Civil
Rights Scholarship. He will major in criminal justice at the
university.
The civil rights award is for
one year and is presented by the
Office of School Relations at
Murray State.

1/3 to /
1 2 Off
Suits and Sportcoats

We Have A Wide Variety
Of Pipes &-Blends, Desk
Sets, Collector Knives,
Gourmet Blends Of Coffee
And Zippo Pens & Lighters!

_

Two 1986 graduates of Murray
High School have accepted Civil
Rights Scholarships to Murray
State University.
Melissa Ann Duffy, daughter
of Glenda Duffy of 915 N. 18th
St.. and the late J.T. Duffy Jr..
will receive a $1.000 Civil Rights
Scholarship. She plans to major
in marketing at Murray State.
Named to Who's Who Among
American High School Students.
Miss Duffy was chosen WSJP
Student of the Week in January.
She has been recognized for her
proficiency in Spanish and
selected as a Distinguished

Si

STOREWIDE SAVINGS

Calloway County graduates
get university scholarships
Three members of the Class of
1986 at Calloway County High
School have accepted scholarships to Murray State
University.
Stacy Ray Darnell, son of
Glenda Darnell of Murray Route
3 and Raymond Darnell of New
Concord, will receive a $500
Honor Scholarship. He plans to
major in computer science at
Murray State.
An honor student with a 94.36
grade point average, Darnell
was active in Future Farmers of
America. Other activities included FBLA and pep club.
Regina Gaye Peeler, daughter
of Leland and Dixie Peeler of
Murray Route 8. will receive a
$500 Achievement Scholarship.
She will be preparing for a career in fisheries research
while at MSU.
Ranked 10th in the senior
class. Miss Peeler is an
Academic All-American and
received a commendation from
the National Merit Scholarship
Foundation. She was enrolled in
the advanced placement pro-

!HI 1111)-% , 41. 'SE 12. 111116i

Save
$50
12995 Reg. 179.95

Reg.
34.9

64K Color Computer 2
By Radio Shack
_

EC 4004 by Radio Shack

33% Off
5 Reg.
199 29.95
7 Memories
Great for math
classes! 61 functions. With batteries *65-658

139.95
Copy tapes. record AM. FM
stereo or "live"! *14-795

Battenes extra Dlagonally measured

Keyless Auto Alarm

399

Batter es extra

Deluxe AM/FM Radio
By Realistic

Cut 20%
5 Reg.

Cut 38%
2495

49.95

Reg. 39.95

Protects hood
doors and trunk
Entry/exit delay
*49-762

4t1
4
:11

LCD Quartz Stopwatch
By Micronta'

33% Off

15995

Scientific Calculator

4ve 9995 peg.
Ssa

Weighs only 21 /2 lbs.! With sun
hood *16-103

NMI Save $40
TV extra
Reg. 199.95
_ Low As $20 Per Month on CitiLine•
For education, budgeting,
games' Program in extended
BASIC #26-3127

1

Low As $20 Per Month on CitiLine•

Motion Sensor
Lighted Buttons
—
Switchable Touch-Tone/pulse'
dialing. In white, almond or
brown *43-527/528/529

I:31:1

Low As $20 Per Month on CitiLine•

By Mobile Alert

Cut 29%

SCR-22 by Realistic

1995 ;915
Times to 100th of a second'
Lap/total time With neck cord
batteries #63-5009

Big 4" Wide-Range Speaker
Take it on vacation Full-range
sound FM AFC AC/battery operation *12-625 Ba'te' es ext•a

Dual-Alarm Clock Radio
Chronomatic•-248 by Realistic
/•
'7'7Ira

24/0t/o 2495 311:795
Two alarm times' Battery
backup if AC fails 012-1555
1;'

Cassette Recording Tape
60 Minutes

By Realistic

2 for 199
Reg. 1.99 Each
90 Minutes

2 for 279
Reg. 2.79 Each
Stock up and save' #44-602/603

<1“P •

Checkbook Calculator
EC-306 by Radio Shack

Cut 33%
095 Reg.

a - 14.95

Holds.Pen
And Checks
Has deposit. check, charge,
payment and balance keys
With batteries *65-696

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio /bat*Store or DealerNearest You
phones work on both tone and pulse hnes Therefore ,n areas having only pulse rotary No)knek you can sto tine services
toneS kke me new ang-otstance systems and comoutenzeo senores
FCC reostered we serkoce what we sel'

6WITCHAIK E TOUCH TON("PULSE

•C.hl‘ne ,evnly.no crerr horn

C.t,Dbnig PavfnP,111.4v ware 1011.161(1 uponoraece
Nita.% Apply AT PARTOCIPATAIli STOPAES AND
MALE.*
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Politics ma,„ cause another Olympic boycott

North Korea, South Korea
dispute threatens Games
LAUSANNE.
Switzerland I Al', —
North Korea and South
Korea have been given
until the end of the
month to agree in prinrTptrtrraptrnTthat

would move all or part
ot tour sports in the 1955
Olympics from Seoul to
saes in the north.
International )1ympik•
Committee President
ki
n A 11 1 it 11 L 0
.1
t a ti h said
edne-day that this
ch,111.,
tor
the It it.' to help solve tile
dispute over IA here the
t•Vt'111, 01 the(;ames will
take place and possibly.
avert the Sum me r
me, lou rt h con- ea t : v e boycott
a use of political
reasons
-1Ne are very. very

close" to an agreement. better than a 50-50 Stockholm. Sweden,
Samaranch said follow- chance of a settlement, because of strict
ing two days of talks at the North Korean of- Australian quarantine
IOC headquarters. ficial replied: "I can't laws on the entry of
"This is the final pro. say that."
horses into the country.
•
posal by the IOC. If it is
He added, however,
The plan presented
accepted. Wri,gd-rarthi,T7—thif-1;4TO-fir To-f— con
If not. 1 am sorry but promise remains.
the North Koreans all of
this is the end."
"Otherwise, you can- two sports, archery and
The president of the not make decisions," he table tennis.
South Korean Olympic said.
In addition, it would
Committee. Chong-Ha
NorthKorea has allow them to host parts
Kim, said he was "very
„threatened to lead a of two other sports —
satisfied- with the proCommunist-bloc boycott road-race cycling and
gress made in the third
of the 1988 Olympics if preliminary rounds of
round - Of discussions
its position is not met.
soccer — as well as
since North Korea
Olympic sports have cultural events related
demanded last year to
been moved once from to the Games.
co-host the (lames.
the country awarded the
Rut t'ng Chang,
But Samaranch
host rights, but never
secretary. general of the
for purely political stressed that the openNorth Korean Olympic
ing and closing
reasons.
Committee. said his
ceremonies would recountry would continue
In 1956, the equestrian main in the South
to press for more events were moved Korean capital
events. weightlifting from Melbourne, "because the Games
and wrestling.
Australia, the host city were awarded to
•
A.:ked if there was a for the Games, to Seoul."

5151 photo.. by, Uhre.

Expert Advice
Chris Dill, second from the right, and Jay Newton, right, both of Murray, are among the participants in
the eighth annual Racer Basketball Camp at Murray State University June 8-13, its is Craig Pidcock,
left, of Calvert City. Richard Glasper, assistant basketball coach at MSC,is giving the campers advice
on ball handling techniques. Dill, the son of Mike and Marilyn Dill, and Newton, the son of Steve and
Kathy Newton, are attending the individual session of the camp.

Paducah Kennel Club holding
dog show and obedience trial
. Paducah Kennel
.s holding an Alliirr, I I
Show and
Trial on the
Purchase
'I ;rounds. 2900 It.-

vin Cobb Dr., in
Paducah on Saturday,
June 14.

in the show, representing 96 different AKC
breeds.

Sehn hundred and
tnT3' dogs are entered

The judging is
scheduled to begin at 8

`11.
1MNFM% Nilk.%11k Ims.TANAMIk‘mm \Wit% 11.14006 Nkx6mixe.

CRUISE
INTO
SUMMER

•

with a boat from

JIM FREELS
•

Featuring special savings on boats powered by Mercruiser
"The world's best selling stern drive.-

I726615:57RE/1/1/1

a.m., with group judging starting at 1 p.m.
Some of the topranked dogs in the country are often included
among the entries.
Six judges are doing
the conformation judging, while two others are
evaluating the performance of dogs competing in the obedience
classes.
Proceeds from the
show and other kennel
club activities are used
to finance two $500
scholarships to deserving pre -veterinary
students each year.
Several practicing
veterinarians and current veterinary student
were aided by kennel
club scholarships while
completing their preveterinary work at Murray State University.

Steve Newton, head basketball coach at Murray State University, talks to a group of local campers during the Racer Basketball Camp at MSL. Shown are, standing, left to right, Sham. Beamei, Sean
Haverstock, Dustin Parks, Jeremy Latimer, Brent Anderson, Stephen Crouch and Brett Childers;
kneeling, 1-r, Trent Nix, Bryan Haverstock and Royce Newton. all of Murray.

Treat yourself tonight!
8 Oz. Ribeye

•
•

*Includes choice of
potato, tossed salad &
french bread

•
•

$8,800°°
Plus
Sales

•
•
•

Tax

•

4 Year Bank

c,nancing Available

Jim Freels
Lake Shore Boat Shop

IIL
STERN DRIVES i NSIOARDS
V4

'45°

•Good Thum, Fri & Sat Evening Only
June 12 14th

Phone 924-5527
The Best Deals Corner From Jim Freels

5 miles West of Cadiz on US 68

1
4ZIZZS:SSS=

4411

0
•
•

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS
$425 -Every

Thurs

Fri & Sat Evening

Homeplace Family Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd.

759-1864

Make a clunge.

.SO t'TH AM PTON •
N.Y. I AP I — Greg Norman has never won one
of golf's major tournaments. Jack
Nicklaus, who has won
IS, likes Norman's
chances this week.
Norman, who is long
off the tee but also has a
fine touch on the green,
says he's ready to try to
tame the Shinnecock
Hills Golf Club course.
With the 86th U.S.
Open getting under way,
Nicklaus. the Masters

*LOW
PRICES

t
Mi

*LOW
FINANCE
RATES

4 __

Get some change.

'Bear' favors 'Shark'

-7-*
4
IP

•74:4;111
tAllOt\e"

*LOW
PAYMENTS

ti,

w,

•P 1, ).'Ig .
0

the
-

Reg. 1.24
Rebate 254
Now (-mkt

-area

99;

OFFER EXPIRES 6 15 86

COPPER PLUS.
CHAME
I.K.T. All Pro Auto Parts

5.9% 6.9% 7.9
Rangers

Escorts, Exp's
& Thunderbird

36 Month Financing
With Approved Credit

PERFORMANCE GUARANTEED

••••

504 Macao (Across from lit Unified Methodist)
Murruy, Ky.
753-4462

Tempos,
Mustangs,
Bronco Ils,
F1 50's &
F250's

HURRY! OFFER ENDS JULY 5TH

PARKER FORD
701
Main St.

see a lot of difference."
he said of the par- 71).
6,912 N.ard spread w here
an ability to (lain 01
shots may bc mone .
valuable than sheer
power.
•'Anybody that hits
the ball strong left to
right has got to he a
favorite," Norman. who
practiced with one sio h
player. Nickla s
Wednesday. said -lie
wants to make this his
fifth U.S. open vioory
He's confident.
"I just want to make it
my first."
Norman ranks second
On the tour in both driv •
ing distance and pia
tine. He is sixth
it
reaching gret.11.4 111
regulation_ Calvin
l'eete, the leader in that
category. is aniont.i the
favorites here be( :lose
of that ability — to plate
the ball where he \s aid-.

Gun & Knife Show
Ken Bar Inn Resort & Club

Prices are

1,-. $S t,,ie,,p
(.11,11r^p, in Coppe,

champion who has enjoyed a golfing
resurgence at age 46,
said Norman has been
"striking the ball very
well." He tatibed the
31-year-old Australian
as the favorite.
"It's a nice feather to
have in your cap," Norman, who has won two
tournaments in the last
six weeks and tied for
second. in consecutive
weeks in April, said of
Nicklaus• statement.
'Tye been playing extremely well."
Norman is the tour's
leading money winner
this year with $447,109.
He can add $115.((N) to
that by, winning on the
95-year-old course that
may be foreign to some
players but has a touch
of home to Norman.
"W'e play a lot of wind
down in Australia, a lot
of small, tight greens.
fast greens, so I don't

753-5273

1,41
of ,
Cotertsville Ky
502-362-86'),

Saturday, June 14th
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday, June 15th
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
22

Table Space Available!
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Stubbs' single beats Reds; St. Louis loses in the 10th
By JONATHAN VITT!
Associated Press Writer
Franklin Stubbs has
been hitting his
manager and says it
helps make him a more
rounded player.
The 25-year-old outfielder hit his 11th
homer of the season in
the fifth inning Wednesday night, then returned
in the 11th to single
home Mariano Duncan
with the winning run in
the Los Angeles
Dodgers' 5-4 victory
over the Cincinnati
Reds.
The left-handed hitting Stubbs said extra
batting practice thrown
by manager Tom Lasor-

Stubbs' single hung
da has helped him adjust to his first year of the loss on left-handed
reliever John Franco,
full-time play.
"He has been throw- 0-3 "You try not to hit
ing to me for the the the ball out of the
past four or five days," ballpark in that situaStubbs said. "I did it to tion because all you
get ready for left- need is a single," Stubbs
handers. I'm starting to said.
find myself and I'm feelIn other National
ing comfortable out
League
games, it was
there."
Montreal 4, St. Louis 3 in
Lasorda said, "We've 10 innings; New York 4,
been working on some Philadelphia 3; San
things and he's been do- Diego 11. Houston 7;
ing a super job." Atlanta 2, San Francisco 1; and Pittsburgh
Stubbs, whose 135 at5,
Chicago 3.
bats so far this year
have more than doubled
his major-league career
total, is second on the
Dodgers in homers and
PRI

The Dodgers beat the
Reds by a run for a third
straight night.
Expos 4, Cardinals 3
Jim Wohlford, pinch-

hitting, hit a sacrifice
fly with one out in the
10th inning that scored
Tim Wallach with the
decisive run.
Montreal has won four
straight, the last three
at the expense of the
Cardinals.
Mets 5, Phillies 3
Ray Knight hit his
eighth home run. He and
Gary Carter each drove
in two runs. Knight has
a 10-game hitting
streak.
Ron Darling, 7-2, pitched the first six innings
and won his first decision after two losses.
Randy Niemanzi, Roger
McDowell and Jesse
Orosco finished. Orosco
got two outs for his 11th

save, pitching for the
sixth straight game
Orosco said the work
hasn't been too much
"As a matter of fact, it
has felt good all week. I
worked a lot in the
bullpen and the six
games probably
covered seven or eight
innings. Tonight, Davey
told me I can have
tomorrow off." The
Mets do not play today,

7-7 tie in the eighth with
four runs. Garry
Templeton's two-run
double broke the tie.
The 11 runs gave the
Padres their highest
total this year.
Braves 2, Giants 1
With two outs in the
10th inning, Ozzie Virgil
hit a home run off San

Francisco reliever Greg
Minton's 3-2 pitch.
Starter Scott Garreits
allowed only four hits in
nine innings. Minton,
2-4, opened the 10th.
Pirates 5,Cubs 3
The Pirates completed a three-game
sweep of Chicago.
Rick Rhoden won his
fourth straight decision.

helped by his own tworun single in Pittsburgh's three -run
fourth inning. Rhoden,
6-3, pitched only 5 1-3 innings and gave up seven
hits, with four walks.
Three relievers finished, with Don Robinson
pitching the ninth inning
and getting his first
save.

SCOREBOARD

Steve Carlton, 4-6,
gave up all Dye runs on
eight hits over 3 1-3 innings, three of the runs in
the first inning. He had
four strikeouts and a
walk.
Padres 11, Astros 7
The Padres broke a

Like a good nefgribor

For Universal
Life Insurance,
check with
State Farm.

Siete Farm 's glffe

Hough works 13 innings for the Rangers

Clemens raises his record to 11-0
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Even a long rain delay
and a lack of overpowering stuff couldn't cool
off Roger Clemens. the
hottest pitcher in
baseball.
"He wasn't overpowering. But I when
you're going good,
everything falls right
for you, and it is for
him," Toronto's Dane
lorg said after a 3-2 loss
to Clemens and the
Boston Red Sox on
Wednesday night.
Clemens' victory,
fashioned after a rain
delay of nearly three
hours at the start, raised his record to 11-0.
Clemens worked eight
innings before Bob
Stanley came on in the
ninth for his 10th save.
"I got tired, it's one
o'clock in the morning,
that's all there is to it,"
Clemens said of his
failure to complete the

game."But it was worth
the wait."
Elsewhere in the
American League,
Texas beat Minnesota
6-2 in 16 innings;
Baltimore tripped
Milwaukee 4-3; California outscored Chicago
12-11; Detroit routed
New York 9 - 3 ;
Cleveland defeated
Oakland 7-4 and Seattle
turned back Kansas City 12-2.
Rangers 6, Twins 2
Oddibe McDowell's
three-run homer in the
16th lifted Texas over
Minnesota in the longest
game ever played in the
Metrodome.
Mitch Williams, 6-1,
pitched the final three
innings for the Rangers
to get the victory.
Rangers starter Charlie
Hough worked 13 innings, the longest pitching stint in the major
leagues this year and
the longest in Ranger

/lc

history. Hough gave up
eight hits, but only one
over the final 7 2-3
innings.
Orioles 4, Brewer 3
Mike Boddicker and
Don Aase combined on
an eight-hitter and Cal
Ripken extended his hitting streak to seven
games with two singles
and an RBI to lead
Baltimore over
Milwaukee.
N.
Angels 12, White Sox 11
Ruppert Jones drove
in three runs with a triple and a two-run homer
and Brian Downing hit a
two-run homer to lead
California to a wild
triumph over Chicago.
The Angels led 12-6
behind reliever Doug
Corbett going into the
last of the ninth before
Harold Baines hit a tworun homer and Tim
Hulett hit a three-run
homer. Terry Forster
then took over for Cor-

bett and got the last two
outs.
The Angels scored
three runs in the eighth,
capped by Downing's
homer, his sixth, off Bill
Dawley.
It marked a seasonhigh in runs and hits for
the Angels, who amassed 16 hits, including
three by Gary Pettis.
Tigers 9, Yankees 3
Lou Whitaker had
three hits and drove in
two runs while Darnell
Coles went 4-for-5 to
lead Detroit over the
Yankees, only the third
triumph in the Tigers'
last 12 games.
Ron Guidry, 4-6, absorbing his fifth straight
defeat, gave up six runs
on nine hits in seven innings. Four of the, runs
were unearned.
Indians 7, A's 4
Carmen Castillo and
Tony Bernazard both hit
two-run homers in the

fifth inning as Cleveland
beat Oakland and sent
the A's to their eighth
straight loss and 10th
straight on the road,
matching a club record.
The losing streak is
the A's longest since
they dropped nine
straight in August 1984.
With their 10th straight
road loss, the A's tied a
club record set in May
1981.
Mariners 12, Royals 2
John Moses had three
hits and drove in three
runs as Seattle piled up
a season-high 18 hits in
routing the mistakeplagued Royals.
The Mariners, beating
the Royals for the eighth
time in nine games in
Kansas City, chased
starter Charlie
Leibrandt with seven
runs in the second inning and added five in the
third.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
New York at Baltimore n
East Censor
Chicago at Seattle 'n
W
L
Pd. G8
Texas at Oakland ,n
Boston
39 19
672 —
Kansas City at California. n
Baltimore
34 22
607 1
———
New York
34 24
586 5
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Milwaukee
30 27
526 84
East DIVM4011
Cleveland
29 28
509 94 New York
39 16
709 —
Toronto
28 31
475 41 4/
Montreal
564
P
31 24
Detroit
26 29
473 114, Philadelphia
473 13
26 29
West Duman
Pittsburgh
24 30
444 IV"
Texas
33 25
569 —
Chicago
23 33
411 168,
California
29 29
500 4
St Louis
400 17
22 33
Kansas City
29 29
500 4
West Division
Chicago
24 33
421
Houston
33 24
579 —
Oakland
23 35
417 9
San Francisco
31, 26
544 2
Minnesota
23 36
390 104, Atlanta
••
509 4
29 214
Seattle
22 38
367 12
Los Angeles
463
29 31
Wednesday's Games
San t)lego
483 54
28 30
Baltimore 4, Milwaukee 3
Cincinnati
400 10
22 33
California 12 Chicago 11
Wednesday s Games
Detroit 9 New York 3
Atlanta 2. San Francisco 1 10 innings
Cleveland 7 Oakland 4
San Diego 11, Houston 7
Boston 3 Toronto 2
New York 5. Philadelphia 3
Seattle 12. Kansas City 2
Pittsburgh 5. Chicago 3
Texas 6. Minnesota 2. 16 innings
Montreal 4. St Louis 3. 10 innings
Thursday's Games
LOS Angeles 5 Cincinnati 4, 11 innings
Detroit LaPoint 2-4 I at Toronto iKey 3 5
Thursday's Game
New York Shirley 0-2, at Baltimore tlixon 6-3, In
San Francisco I Krukow 8-3, at Houston I Hernandez
Milwaukee Higuera 8-4 , at Boston I Boyd 7-4,, ,n
0.1), In,
Chicago ICowley 2-3.1 at Seattle Beattie 0-01. in
Only game scheduled
Kansas City Jackson 2.31 at California Witt 6-44,
Friday's Games
St Louis at Chicago. 2
unly games scheduled
Pittsburgh at New York. n,
Fnday's Games
Montreal at Philadelphia. In
Minnesota at Cleveland. in,
Cincinnati at Atlanta. ,n,
Detroit at Toronto. In,
San Francisco at Houston. n
Milwaukee at Boston. ni
Los Angeles at San Diego. n

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

SPORTING GOODS

COME IN
TODAY...

I

BASEBALL STANDINGS

Chestnut St.

753-8844

Murray

d°4*6

Get 7.9% APR financing
on Ingersol lawn and
garden tractors.
We have the right model to fit
your needs.

-

12 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE

In Appreciation for your business and support for the last twelve years. we
are having a week long sale...Each day featuring a specific group of ITEMS on
special for that day only. Also, there will be a drawing each day for gift certificates...A GRAND TOTAL of 4600.00 to be given away throughout the week
of June 9-14.

WEDNESDAY
NIKE DAY

June 11

20-40%
OFF
THURSDAY
June 12
BASEBALL/SOFTBALL DAY 20-40°A
2 Winners will be
chosen for $50.00
Gift Certificates
OFF
10 Winners will be
chosen for $10.00
Gift Certificates

1)111t

Includes all gloves, hots,
baseball shoes, and 011
coaches shorts. softball ponts
and Lerseys

liii
Model 80
Riding Mower...
•
3 models to choose from
priced from $995.00

EllAAVAAS of ~Alf, payments of 7.0 AM Ananoing0.e $O
menthe after•RR% 40141811 payrrpowt
On Arneent
to be Financed

You get more with
an Ingersoll mower

11100.
1200.
1800.
2000
2400
2000
3200
3100

7 9 APR

25.03
37.55
_ 50.07
02.511
75.10
87.111
100.1$
112.03

• Easy gear & sector steering

• Welded steel frame

• Single-lever control of
speed and direction

• Dependable 8 hp Briggs &
Stratton engine
• Sturdy, non-skid foot pads
• See-thru fuel tank

• 30" width mower
• Mower height adjustment
from the seat

June 13 -

Typical taonth it
Payments

Includes all Nike shoes
and clothing and
accessories

On. Winner will be
chosen for $100.00
Gift Certificates

June 14
10 Winners will be
chess. for $10.00
Gift Certificates

FRIDAY
RUNNERS DAY

20-40%
OFF
SATURDAY
20%
STOREWIDE SALE
OFF
includes oil ,unning shorts
socks shoes tops sweat
Clothing and worm ups

Includes All Merchandise
In The Store

June 9-14
EACH DAY A NEW SALE WILL BEGIN!
CHECK THE LIST ABOVE AND SEE WHICH
ITEMS WILL BE ON SALE EACH DAY.

• Optional bagger available

- Droviog for the Gift Certificates grill be at 6:60 p.m. each aigItt.

/NGERSOLL

- No Perches* Necessary

- Only this ample eke here registered THAT DAY ere itligikkt to vie that /ay s
- Plood net be pretest to iris.
OPEN 9-6

The New Name 7b Say For Case Garden 7i•actor4.

t
4010 j
1
"?
N1710."

McKeel Equipment Co. Inc.
Ingersoll

%AIM 444 TIll

.11FRIEAR 55

503 Walnut St Murray
753-3062
9

AN11100

-.11811111111111190

4gold
,
e4.

4611 PM/IA

cot-Know

•

•
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Kentucky News In Brief
• COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Dow Jones and Co.
Inc. has confirmed that it paid Thomas More College nearly $600,000 for 14 acres it may use to
build a printing plant for The Wall Street Journal
on.
The college received $595,000, or $42,500 per
acre, according to a deed filed at the Kenton
County Courthouse.
The land is in the Thomas More Centre. which
is next to the college in Crestview Hills.
Dow Jones, which owns the international
newspaper, has no immediate plans to build the
plant, said Larry Armour, director of corporate
relations.
The company will build when demand exceeds
the normal production capacity of the company's
17 plants across the country, he said.
— ——

OWENTON, Ky.(AP) — A 25-year-old Toledo,
Ohio, man will•be sentenced July 1 in Owen Circuit Court in the fatal shooting of his roommate.
Originally charged with murder, Rickey Tyree
pleaded guilty Tuesday to manslaughter in the
Feb. 28 slaying of Bobby Edwards, 23, of
Owenton.
Tyree also pleaded guilty to three counts of
second-degree burglary and, under a pleabargain arrangement, the state recommended
that he serve 10 years for each count.
Each term, along with the term for
manslaughter, would run concurrently.
Circuit Judge Charles Satterwhite approved
the plea bargain, but is not bound to follow the
state's sentencing recommendation.
Police said that between Feb. 21-28 of this
year, Tyree and Edwards allegedly were involv-

A

Hospital to replace striking workers
Ati• — An
"America union says the
official with the United announcement that
!•"'
, teelworkers of Wise General Hospital
will begin hiring to
replace strikers is a sign
of bad faith by the
hospital.
"They say they're

LAKE
PAVING
CO., INC.

Grand Rivers, Ky.

MC

ASPHALT
PAVING

willing to negotiate, but
there's no use for
negotiations if they're
bringing in new people.
Molly Stidham,
vice president of Local
14585, said Wednesday.
Ruby Salyer, hospital

A TRUCK
YOU CAN LIVE WITH

•Streets
•Roadways
•Parking Lots
•Shopping Ctrs
•Residential
Subdivisions

Free Estimates

1983 Chev. Sport Blazer
V-6, A/T, P S. F.B

362-8661

$7,500°°

Plant Sites
Paducah
Lake City
Mayfield

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, INC.
U.S. 641 South
753-1372

kBArfil-0N
i
S A ii I Wise,cols' N

N 1:1 A R M -A C Y
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

OBITUARIES

Parvin Adams

Parvin Adams, 72, of
Murray died Wednesday at 3 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
His death was from a
self-inflicted gunshot
wound that occurred at
his home at 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, according
to McCracken County
Ms. Salyer said the Coroner Jerry Beyer.
Mr. Adams was a
hospital hoped to return
to normal operations, retired truck driver for
including the resump- Kentucky Highway
tion of its obstetrics unit Department. He was a
and the reopening of a member of Goshen
wing of the hospital that United Methodist
has been closed by the Church.
Born Oct. 6, 1913, at
strike.
Hazel,
he was the son of
Workers at Wise
the late Calvin Adams
General and nine other
and Ella Burton Adams.
hospitals in the ApA brother, Charlie W.
palachian Regional
Health Care chain in
Kentucky and West
Virginia have been on
Services for Wildy
strike since April 1 for
Hillman are toGraves
guaranteed full-time
day at 2 p.m. in the
hours.
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home.
The Rev. Leon WinOlt Al
chester is officiating.
Music is by Debbie Bell,
soloist, and Lucy Forrest, organist.
Pallbearers are John
Cooper, Lloyd Cooper,
Jerry Maynard, Irvin
Miller, John Miller and
John Thurman.
Burial rill follow in
Hicks Cemetery.

LOW PRICES
Are Our
Added Extra
A

Adams, died Aug. 12,
1980.
Survivors are one son,
Brent Adams,Paducah;
one stepdaughter, Mrs.
Alton (Pat) Swift, and
one stepson, James
Hooper, Murray; four
grandchildren; seven
stepgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Julian
Warren will officiate.
Burial will follow in
South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
- Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Thursday).

Wild y Grayes Hillman

77]
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GLENDALE AT WH1TNELL 753-1175

administrator, said the
hiring would begin
Immediately.
"We're certainly going to offer the jobs to
the striking workers
first," she said. "If they
don't want them, we're
certainly going to have
to look outside."
Ms. Stidham said
some of the strikers
already had returned to
their jobs.
"If a contract is signed, she can't keep
replacements in our
jobs," Ms. Stidham
said.

employees after four workers were arrested Jan.
2 and charged with possession of marijuana.
————
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) — State officers for
the annual meeting of Boys State were announced Wednesday.
The meeting, sponsored by the Kentucky
Department of the American Legion, involves
some 300 high-school age delegates from across
the state. They are meeting at Morehead State
University.
Girls State is also meeting at M.SU and plans to
announce officers today.
The delegates will spend the rest of the week
holding a mock legislative session, introducing,
debating and passing laws. On Friday, the
elected leaders will go to Frankfort to meet with
their counterparts.
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., will address
the group Friday night at Morehead.
Here are the new officers:
Governor, Dean Durbin, Elizabethtown High
School; Lieutenant Governor, Eric Ezell, Trigg
County High; Secretary of State, Bill Gamblin,
North Hopkins High; Auditor, Steve Farmer,
Estill County High; Superintendent of Public Instruction, Todd Warren, Fulton High;
Agriculture Commissioner, Kevin Moore,
Elizabethtown High; Attorney General, Dave
Bagnolia, Ashland Holy Family High;
Treasurer, Denny Brown, of Brodhead, who attends Kentucky School for the Deaf in Danville;
Railroad Commissioner, Kevin Chinn, North
Hardin High.
————
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — Firestone
broke two agreements with a company that
wanted to lease its empty plant here to build
military vehicles, a Bowling Green-Warren
County Chamber of Commerce official says.
Dennis Griffin, the chamber's economic
development director, said Wednesday that the
Pennsylvania-based company later selected a
site in Ohio and that the Tye cost the city 400 to
500 jobs.
Griffin declined to identify the company or the
Ohio site, explaining the official annnouncement
hadn't been made yet.
He did say the company's parent firm is a Fortune 500 member, making it one of the largest in
the nation.
Robert Brasier, vice president of Binswanger
Industrial, which is representing Firestone in the
sale of the plant, declined comment.
Griffin said the state and several Bowling
Green residents had been working on the project
since March.
He said Firestone "put a price tag on the facility but it was much higher than the company
wanted. A counter offer, which came very close
to Firestone's asking price, was made by the
company but they couldn't get Firestone to bead
off their asking price."
The 650,000-square-foot plant, which closed in
1983, was appraised two years ago at about $9
million. Firestone later put a $14 million price
tag on the property, Griffin said.
———
MORGANTOWN, Ky. (AP) — The body of a
Butler County man who fell into the Green River
was found Wednesday, authorities said.
Winston McKinney, 18, fell of a lock about 20
miles east of Morgantown on Saturday night
while he was fishing.
His body was found about one mile from
Morgagtown.

ed in a series of burglaries it homes in Davis
Lake and Hideaway Hills subdivisions in
Owenton.
Police say Edwards was shot once in the chest
with a shotgun during an argument over items
taken in the burglaries.
————
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Metropolitan
Sewer District has acknowledged that seven
workers have been fired and 20 others disciplined on the basis of information from two private
detectives hired to investigate drug use among
agency employees.
The secret operation, in which the detectives
posed as MSD workers, came to light in two suits
filed Tuesday by 14 current and former
employees.
The suits allege that MSD violated the
employees' constitutional rights and broke
federal laws in conducting the investigation.
MSD Executive Director Gordon Garner
denied any wrongdoing by the agency and said
he authorized the probe last August to protect
public safety after several employees told him
about drug use among workers.
Garner said he fired or disciplined the 27

Mr. Hillman, 51, died
Monday at his home on
Rt. 2, Murray.
He is survived by
three daughters, Mrs.
Wayne Wade, Mrs. Mike
Schmidt and Miss Willa
Hillman; three sons,
Larry, ,William and
Robert Hillman; father,
I.R. (Leg) Hillman;
mother, Mrs. Carrick
Williams; three stepbrothers, Jimmy. Jerry
and Billy Dale Jackson;
a niece, Debbie
Jackson; six
grandchildren.

Market listed

Pentax
Sport 35
All the Autos:

9988

'Automatic Focus
$
•Automatic Exposure
'Automatic Flash
•Automatic loading,
winding & film speed
setting

For Dads

CHonor you:\
Sweet Tooth
Father with
give him
just the
right card
the finest
from our
chocolates

on

wER1( AN GREETINGS
Card
\Selection

his day!
kumagt9vvtieandif6
I V 70

C Hobo I
Men's Travel
Kit
$599
Second

PRINTS
At Time of Processing
135,,,,, 126 110, & 016c1

The Best Photo
Buy In Murray!

Relax with
Sunmark's
Heat
Massager Kit

Polo
Ralph Lauren

Men's After
Shave
2.5 Oz.

$ 1 499

•

redersJ.Srate Market News Service
June 12. Bled
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 4 Buying Stations
Reeeipta: Act. 451 E.I. OR Barrows
Gilts .5// lower Sows steady to 2.011
lower decline on wig. over 340 lbs.
150.541-51.00
US 1.I 210-1411 Lbs.
1411.54-50.50
US 1.2 200-210 Lbs.
350111-50.50
US 2.3 210451/ Lbs.
140.0550.10
US 3-4 1241.270 Lbs.
Sows
11.311.116.3111.50
US 1.3 rra.350 Lbs.
$36.0540.00
US 1.3 1106-460 Lbs.
US 1-3 4515500 1..5s.
1.111.011-46.00
US 1.3 Over 500 Lbs.' $41.50-42.00
137.40-38.00
-US 3.3 306-500 Lbs.
Boars $35.441-27.00

New Group
Medicare
Supplement Plans
Announced — At
Rates As Low
As $21 A Month!
A Washington D.C.
association has looked into
Medicare,and into insurance
plans to help America's
senior citizens protect
themsetilltg
'
ainst the
hoepital
edical charges
net paid by dicart.
Barb Enloe, National
Director of the Federation of
American Corusumers and
Travelers (F.A.C.T.), says,
as a result of the study, new
Group Plans of insurance
have been designed which
provide affordable help for
people on a fixed income.
Members of FACT. may
purchase the protection for
as little as $21.00 a month.
Mrs. Enloe says all
members who are age 65 or
older and who are eligible for
Medicare are guaranteed acceptance, regardless of past
or present health conditions.
She also emphasised that
the plans are underwritten
by leading companies which
have been carefully investigated by F.A.C.T.'s Insurance Advisory Board.

Local persons who
want information,
without obligation,
about the Group
Plans, may contact:

teimett L Associates
315 N. 46 Murray
Mee 753-7273
Persons who already
belong to FACT may
receive full details about the
Group Insurance at the same
number and address

•

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

-7.00
1837.06
38% •
24/
1
2 -1
/
4
38% +%
34% -3
/
4
32 unc
47% -1/8
18% unc
593/8 + 1/,
52/
1
2 -%
34/
1
4 .1/11
77% .%
74% + 1/s
40% +%
MA •%

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

IBM
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie()
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

148% -1
/
4
63 unc
25 unc
52/
1
2 +1
51% +%
33/
1
2 +%
77% -%
U +%
73% +%
48% -Vs
32 -1
/
4
85% +1
32/
1
4 -%
48%
16 .14
629

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

CHRISTIAN MUSIC
CONFERENCE 86
A School of Gospel Music
June 15-28
Murray State University — Regents Hall
Directed by Charles Novell
(No longer associated with The Blackwood Brothers Quartet)

Classes in

Private Lessons in

Music Theory
Sight Singing
Sound Systems
Songwriting
Performance Training
Choir Directory

Voice
Piano
Guitar
Synthesizers
Songwriting
Organ
Drums

Also over 100 workshops
In all areas of Gospel Music
For complete information contact
Jim Crick in Murray 489-2322
or
Christian Music Conference
6027 Deer Run Middletown, Ohio 45044
513-777-6756
Taught by some of Nashville's leading talent

Sgt. York substitute to cost more
WASHINOTON (AP) A. Wickham Jr. said on
— The Sgt. York, Wednesday.
originally planned aS
Wickham, the Army's
the Army's anti - chief of staff, said the
helicopter gun, is being
gun would be replaced
replaced, but the prowith a combination of
posed new system will missiles
and guns that
likely be even more will probably cost more
expensive.
than the 84.8 billion
The service will make originally thought to be
the change because the the cost of the Sgt. York.
Soviet Union has
"Is it complicated?
developed helicopters
that can hover out of Yes. I think it is comrange of existing guns plicated, very comand still launch missiles plicated," Wickham
at U.S. tanks, Gen. John en ri "But it's the solu-

tion that
done.'

has to

THE MURRAY LEDGER k TIMES

Wickham declined to
offer an estimate of how
much the new system
would cost, beyond saying "it probably will
cost more" than the Sgt.
York.

work and an investment
of $1.8 billion, Defense
Secretary Caspar W.
Weinberger ordered the
DEAR ABBY: My mother is in a
weapon scrapped last
nursing home in another state. She
Aug. 27, saying it simply
is in a wheelchair and requires
didn't have the capabili- constant care. She is lucid only part
ty to protect tank col- of the time. I am all she has.
My reason for writing: No matter
umns from modern
what I send her, it is "lost" — or to
Soviet helicopters.

Recent trade reports.
however, have suggested the entire
package could cost up to
$9 billion before it's
completely fielded during the next decade.

be frank, it's stolen — within a week
or two. I have been told by the staff
that theft is rampant in the best of
nursing homes, and they cannot
control it. I was shocked when
would transfer money units that are vacant to- Republicans in voting Mother's wedding ring and watch
were "loot" the flay after she
for new construction to day that ought to be sold for Kemp's amendment.
arrived.
rehabilitating existing off," said Rep. Jack which passed over the
Before Mother's Day I was comfacilities.
Kemp, R-N.Y., who objections of Rep. pletely frustrated. I am accustomed
million
About 3
sponsored the amend- Henry Gonzalez, D- to sending her lovely nightgowns,
Americans live in near- ment to allow tenants to Texas, the bill's floor robes and slippers, but have been
ly 1.3 million units of buy their units.
manager and chairman advised to send nothing of value. I
Seventy-fo U r of the House Banking want to send her a cassette player.
public housing.
It would be comfort to her and I
"There are 60,000 Democrats joined
& houi..,.:Mils
- athee
could select some "old favorites" on
tape for her listening pleasure, but
the people in charge have told me
not to send it because it would
vanish "overnight," and they cannot be responsible for it.
Mother likes the home and has
become very attached to some of the
27 Broadcasts
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
28 Ache
staff, but this problem of thievery is
1 Turkic
29 Facial
one that has us stumped. Have you
.I
B
A
GID
A
S
H
tribesman
expression
any practical suggestions? Other
AM OS 11110 DUE
31 Affirms
6 Sedate
nursing homes in the area have
MPELS [RUDDER
11 Yellow fruit
34 Is ill
acknowledged
the same problem.
12 Falls into
35 Social rank
ELDER WOE
HELPLESS
36 Lutecium
disuse
II
TOP
DE
TROT
symbol
14 Aleutian
REC IA TAU STA
island
37 Those
DEAR HELPLESS: To accept
15 Aunt's
holding office
A
TAB
WAR T I
repeated thievery as "somedaughter
38 Tool for
TE MAD MAME L
thing that cannot be controlled"
Mountain
woodworker

Bill would allow tenants to buy units
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Tenants of public
housing projects would
be allowed to buy their
units at a 75 percent discount under an amendment to a housing bill
adopted by the House.
The House, heading
toward final passage of
a $16.3 billion authorization of federal housing
programs for fiscal
1987, voted 238-176 to
give public housing
tenants an opportunity
to purchase the units.
The bill contains
language adopted last
week that virtually
eliminates the construction of new public housing units. That provision

Security police
seize activists
in South Africa
JOHANNES-BURG,
South Africa (AP) —
Security police seized
hundreds of antiapartheid activists,
priests, and student and
labor leaders early today in a nationwide
crackdown prior to
Monday's 10th anniversary of the Soweto riots.
Leaders of the United
Democratic Front coalition, bent with church
leaders on defying a
government ban on
June 16 gatherings,
were hauled from their
raided homes
throughout the early
hours.
The detainees of all
races, including advocates of an end to
white military conscription -and a handful of
academics, were jailed
under sweeping laws
permitting detention
without trial.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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.
abbr.
18 Possessive
pronoun
19 Kind of heron
20 Elevenses
21 In honor of
22 Move about
furtively
23 'Better late
— never'
24 Temporary
stay
26 Palm leaf
1

2

Distant
Roman 51
Wipe out
Warble
Woe
Angry
outburst
47 Wants
48 Narrow
openings

18

skin
Emmets
Kind of cross
Article
New York
hockey team
6 Smooth and
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glossy
7 Diplomacy
Simian
8
9 Exists
10 Debase
11 Badgers
13 Remain erect
16 Formerly
called Persia
19 Habituate
20 Strop of
leather
22 Dirties
23 Attempts
25 Prisons
26 Imitation
28 Venus Pluto
and Uranus
29 Goes by
water
30 One highly
favored
31 Word of
sorrow
32 'African
antelopes
33 Billow
35 Talons
-38 Urge on
39 Decree
41 Before
42 Theater sign
abbr
44 Concerning
46 Negative
prefix

Dad would Prefer

By Abigail Van Buren
Is outrageous! Of course it can
be controlled. Contact the local
police and city attorney's office.
They are experts at sniffing out
thieves. Also notify the city,
county and state licensing agencies — all of whose regulations
are being violated by the management's unwillingness or inability to handle this problem.
Nursing homes have a responsibility to those they serve. And
you should not have to forgo the
pleasure of giving your mother
a cassette player for Mother's
Day because the management
accepts thievery as an uncontrollable fact of life.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I don't see babies
and childgin as people who are
particularly pleasant to be around.
And I don't see motherhood as a
particularly happy experience.
I am not a mother, nor am I
pregnant; I am a very happily
married 32-year-old woman. I see
parenthood as the end of my
happiness, partly due to my own
family experiences, and partly due
to the fact that 95 percent of the
mothers I know complain about the
problems of motherhood.
Why did they bother to have
children anyway? And perhaps,
more to the point, can you give me
some good reasons to have
children?
PUZZLED OUT EAST

DEAR PUZZLED: I could fill
this column with good reasons
to have children, but if you can't
think of at least one on your
own, perhaps you shouldn't
have any. Make no apologies;
It's a wise woman who knows
her limitations. Motherhood is
not for everybody.
* ••

DEAR ABBY: I am a widower
who has been out of the dating
game for nearly 40 years, so I could
use a little guidance.
What is an appropriate gift to
present to a widow in announcing
our engagement? She said that
there is only one acceptable engagement gift, and that is a diamond
ring.
She already has a lovely diamond
ring from her first husband. Is she
expected never to wear that ring
again?
I have a fine diamond in my
possession — the one I gave my first
wife when we became engaged. I
had planned to give it to my
grandson to present to his fiancee.
Please guide me.
PLANNING TO WED AGAIN
DEAR PLANNING: Nowhere
is it written that a diamond ring
is the only acceptable engagement gift. Give nothing unless
you give it with all your heart.

33HOUR

SALE
3DAYS ONLY

%
50
ENTIRE

OFF

INVENT()

'Executive
Stationery
'Travel Set

Hurry in and beat the clock!
There's no time to waste with
savings this fantastic on all
spring and summer fashions.

Contains everything
you need for a
portable office
while on
the road!

EVEN MARKED-DOWN ITEMS
WILL BE FURTHER REDUCED FOR
SAVINGS UP TO

50%!

<

Custom
fitted
zippered
case fits
easily into
briefcase!

a gift from
pa(Iuii s mostr
inteest
ar
ing stoce

Ale Party
TAN 1.4ifir 4 faik lid
Ipen 8 a.m. to 10 p.M.
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Mother's Nursing
Home Is Unlikely
Hotbed of Thieves

The Sgt York consisted of a modified tank
chassis, two 40mm cannon and a radar system.
After more than seven
years of development

be

THURSDAY, JUNE 12, Me

Mart

Ili 11 tl,it Slit)ppillg
ri.

!‘al. .i
ti

11 p.m.

ALL
SWIMSUITS
SHORTS & SHORT SETS
TOPS•SHIRTS
SUMMER PANTS & MORE!

splE Et•ms
sotwo

• naturally sole excludes new loll fashions

JUNIOR **MISSES•PLUS SIZES
GIRLS SIZES 7-14

CS

Now ayoiloble in many stores
Use your Fashion Bug Charge, VISA, MasterCard or American Express

FASHION BUG
FASHION BUG PLUS
Styles to fit every you.
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER, MURRAY• OPEN DAILY 10-9; SUN 1-5
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CLASSIFIEDS
Notice

2

1000 Sun Beds
Wolff System-Sunal
CLEARANCE SALE
Manufacturer Direct
1-800-228-6292
gA
LLITE system for
Father's Day- 10' all
alum dish- all in one.
Remote control
receiver- motor drivestereo processor with
tax and installation
$1395- Sat. Dr. Ect. Etc.
759-1800, 601 S. 4th.
Murray
4'x8"11tEATED lattice
panels- $12.95 Mid South Wholesale
Building. 342 East
Washington, Paris. 901642-2552.
ATTENTION
CAMPERS- Lake
Barkley. waterfront,
full hookups, swimming
pool, miniature golf,
boat ramps, tennis
courts. Nightly, weekly
or monthly rates. Call
for reservations 1-800626-3914 or 502-362-8652

CLASS work, glass
repair and replacement
work for cars and
trucks, homes and
businesses. Repair
storm windows. Screens
replaced, window glass,
plate glass, insulated
glass, store fronts,
mirror and glass table
tops. MkG Complete
Glass Co., Dixieland
Center, Ph. 753-0180.
PAMS Cake Hut- when
you need a cake for any
reason call Pam's Cake
Hut. Their cakes are
always fluffy & moist
and iced with a butter
cream icing made from
scratch. Thew deCorating is superb. Best of all
their prices are great.
So give us a call. We
promise you'll be glad
you did. 759-4492 or
437-4455 evenings.

Now Buy
14 Karat Gold Chain
By The loch.

North 641 Flea Mkt.
Hwy. 641 N.
Fortner Winks. Font lady
Fn & Sal 8-5. Sun 12 30-5

THE FAR SIDE

2

Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. Our most comprehensive policy
pays for Skilled. Intermediate
or
Custodial Care.
With Medicare's
new guidelines for
hospital confinement,
Nursing
Home Insurance is
more important
than ever. For free
information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
763-41115

Mirrray Ledger & Times

2.Notice

WE'RE
PRAYING
FOR MURRAY!
Please join us
7-8 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
at home or
with our staff
at Bethesda
Ministries
115 S. 4th St.
753-1622
BALLOONS from
Faye's for all occasions,
birthdays, love, friends,
special events. We deliver. 514 Main, 753-7743.

-fres Neel dolma senke"

Christian
Radio
89.3 FM
Cable Ch. 32
WNKJ-Hopkinsville

By GARY LARSON
6. Help Wanted

"What's this? Your house? Your house is on
fire! ... Hy away, deariel Ry away hornel"
I WALKED ACROSS ThE
1
STREET WITH HER
THAT'S ALL I DID!

YOU KNOW WHAT
SHE SAID? SHE
SAID,'THANKS, MISTER"

GOVERNMENT jobs.
$1 6,040- $59,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155 for
current federal list.
HEALTH care administrator for 100 bed
personal care facility.
Health care experience
required. LPN with
business background
preferred. Send resume
to Carole Edwards,
General Manager, Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Dr.,
Murray. Ky. 42071.
HOME Assembly income. Assemble products at home. PartTime. Details. Call
813-327-0896. Ext 188.
PART-time bookkeeper
for local company. Must
have computer experience. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-1,
Murray, KY.
PART-time route work.
$3.80 per hour. Must
have own full size
pickup truck. Mileage
paid. Must be bondable.
Good job for retired
person. Call 924-5897
between 7a.m.-3:30p.m.

I'M ONLY TWO MONTHS
OLDER THAN SHE IS, AND
5HE CALLS ME "MISTER"!!

E1ABYSITTER for infant, starting July 28.
Mon.-Fri., 8:30-5:30, in
my home. Must have
own transportation & be
non smoking. References required.san
753-1206 or 759-1020.
DRIVERS wanted- Indiana based carrier.
Must have two years
verifiable OTR experience, current MUR
and long form DOT
physical. We offer paid
vacation, medical insurance, pay for loading
and unloading. See Mr.
Ellis at Murray Holiday
Inn, June 18 & 19,
lp.m.-5p.m. or send
resume to E.L. Pidd
Truck Lines Inc., P.O.
Box 432, Zionsville. Ind.
46077-0432.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332, 3418 Enterprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl.
33482.
FEDERAL, State &
Civil jobs now available. Call 1-201-586-2556
ext. 16A5 24 hours for
Info.
WANTED sales personnel for South Western Ky. & Tenn. $262
weekly salary plus! No
experience necessary.
Will train. Must have
own transportation. For
appointment call
502-247-6577 or 502-2476604.
WEST Ky. company has
opening in the customer
service department.
Responsibilities
include: maintenance
of established accounts
& development of new
business, primarily by
phone. Successful candidate must have a
combined minimum of 5
years education &/or
experience in sales,
customer service or
related field & must
possess strong personal
sales skills & good
motivation. We offer
excellent salary & benefits. For confidential
consideration please
forward resume to:
Customer Service, P.O.
Box 402, Murray, Ky.
WORK from home $60
per 100 inserting envelopes information
send stamp to K.S.
Enterprises P.O. Box
1501-E Bloomfield NJ
07003.

I UJALKED ACROSS THE
STREET WITH A GIRL
ONCE, AND SHE
1150 LON6,NOODLENECK:''

sAlp

,WELL..
ME-RE'S ONLY CNE
"MING 10 00 IN A
CASE LIKE

(PC.
Unapt Feature Synacsainc

4.1ZRY SCOTT-

Noe l

26. TV -Radio

sAtEt .

32. Apts for Rent

spec a 6000 BTU Quiet Cool air
ALMOST new, 2 br. Apt.
conditioner, new in the 10' alum. digit remote
in Westwood subdivison,
control
block
rec. rebox. Cal 759-1556.
with built-in microwave,
AG Brokers has mote control pro- range, refrifgerator,
grammable
motor dishwasher and disposal.
vegetable crop oil for $5
Washer and dryer
a gallon. Industrial Rd. drive- tax & installation
$1334only.
one
759-1800,
hookup, low utilities.
753-4533.
801
Murray.
S.
4th,
Lease and deposit reAIR compressor, 3 h.p.,
electric; truck topper, SATELIXTE double- 10° quired. Call 759-1503.
s.w.b.; air conditioner, alum. dish (2) Drake FURNISHED apts.
window unit. If inter- 324 receivers- Pro Sat Renting now. Adults
220 programmable mo- only. No pets. Zimested call 898-6951.
tor drive- taxmerman Apts., S. 16th
Alum.topper for L.W.B.
9. Situation Wanted
4nstallationthat's right 753-6609.
pickup $80 753-7526.
different
channels in LARGE 1 bedroom aparDABYSITTING in my BEST service in town
home or will take care on mowers, trimmers diffei.ent rooms- Only tment, plenty of privacy
$1825.
Sat
Dr
Etc. Etc. and parking, near hospiof the elderly in their and chain saws. We
759-1800, 601 S. 4th, tal on Poplar Street,
home. 753-1614.
service what others Murray.
Stove, refrigerator, air
WILL clean houses, can't. Stokes Tractor
conditioner, $135- per
Mon- Fri daytimes. Call 753-1319.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
month. Call 759-1987.
753-8526
FIREWOOD, $27.50 a
LARGE 2 BR unWILL do babyaitting in rick delivered, 10 ricks
furnished, 1 BR furmy home (any age) have $250. Call 436-2778.
nished. 1604 Miller. Call
references. Call 753-0370. FIREWOOD, $100 for
1983 Class A
753-0932 or 753-5898.
WILL stay with elderly, ricks,425 for singles. Call
Motor Horne
MIJR-Cal apts. Norday or night shift. 753-2435.
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Experienced. 753-4128.
27 Ft. with less than
FOUR eight lug 16.5
Now renting. Equal
white spoke wheels and
10,000 mNes. Call
10. Business Opportunity tires
Housing Opportunity.
for 3/4 ton Chevy
753-3034.
759-4984.
TRUCKING business 4x4. Set of four- five lug
NOW renting 2 BR
for sale. 2 live tandem spoke wheels for a
axle dump trucks. '77 Chevy. Also, 4" body 12x60, 2 BR, 2 full baths, apartments at EmChevrolet C65. Also, '73 lifts and bolts. Can be nice. Asking $4500. Call bassy. Also, 1 BR
furnished apartments
GMC 9500 diesel. Call seen at 505 N. 5th St. or 492-8722.
753-4545.
call 753-7284 after 6p.m.
14x68 3- BDRM mobile at other locations. Call
GARAGE door for sale, home. lg. living rom., 753-3530.
14. Want to Buy
1 or 2 bedroom Apart12'x7'. 4 panel, all large lot. Walking disQUARTER horse geld- hardware, good condi- tance to white beach. ment near downtown
ing. 4-10 yeard old. 15 tion, $50. Call 437-4999 Gas & wood heat. Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762-6650.
after 6H
st r_razo. Located in Anderson
hands or taller. Gentle riurp
Shores sub. div. Call ONE bedroom furnished
for child. 753-3006
cu
753-0373.
apartment adjoining Unevenings.
lawn mower, 8 h p
WANT lc buy dark fired Briggs & Stratton en- 1970 VICEROY 12x60. iversity, 1303 Chestnut.
Water furnished, no chiltobacco base. Call 492- gine, used very little, central heat k air, 3
set up as office or home. dren, no pets, deposit re$300. Phone 753-3805.
8566.
LARGE, large, large $3300 or best offer. Call quired. Call 753-3134.
15. Articles for Sale
TAKING applications
selection of storage 759-1401.
42 STRONGPANEL- lots buildings in stock for 1979, 14x56 Mobile for Section 8. Rent
of colors and sizes in Immediate delivery. Home, 2 bedroom, all Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
stock. Check our prices! Acree Portable electric, good condition. BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Mid-South Wholesale Buildings, Mayfield, Underpinning goes also.
Equal Housing
$7,500. Call 759-1266.
31.
Building; 342 East K 50
Opportunity
1984 14x70, 2 BR, 2 bath
Washington; Paris; 901- LARGE safe, 5
g
642-2552.
by 38" wide by 33" deep. with lots of extras. Plus1/4" PLYWOOD- 4'x8' Excellent for jewelry, outside storage shed. 33. Rooms for Rent
Call 753-9644.
sheets- only $9.95. Mid- money or important
SLEEPING rooms,
South Wholesale papers. Call 753-5980 or 2 LARGE BR, 2 baths, furnished, near Univ.
Building; 342 East Inquire at Hortons Lock large kitchen & living $100 & dep. 102 S. 16th.
room Newly decorated.
Washington; Paris; 901- Shop.
LAWN mower bat- Call 489-2813.
642-2552.
34. Houses for Rent
teries, 12 volt, $19.99. MOBILE home 12x60,
DOUBLE dresser,
2
BDR. house, 4 mi.
BR in Fox Meadows,
walnut, large mirror, Wallin Hardware,
excellent condition. south. $175 & dep. Call
excellent condition. Paris, TN.
753-0430.
Moving must sell. 759Sears dishwasher. LAWN mower, 22" cut,
9890 or 753-5944.
4
h.p.
Briggs
&
Stratton
Selected pieces of
41. Public Sales
Noritake china, pattern engines, $179.99. Wallin SEVERAL 10' & 12'
Hardware,
mobile
Paris,
TN.
homes.
Ideal
for
Nocturne. Call 753-0172.
lake or rental, furnished
KING size mattress and NEW shipment of push
or unfurnished, AC.
box springs. Call 753-7580 mowers including the Negotiable.
753-5209.
new Hi-wheel push. See
SEE the new GTS Toro us before you buy. Stokes
June 13 & 14
push mowers at Stokes Tractor. 753-1319
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
404 N. 4th
Tractor. 753-1319.
OAK kitchen and bath- 12x60 MOBILE home, 2
THE new TORO string room cabinets. Un- BR, central heat &
9 a.m.
trimmer now in stock at f in
sh e d and near University. Nice.
No early sales.
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
prefinished. In stock! Deposit required.
Nice infant thru adult
WANTED for Father's Mid-South Wholesale Available June 15. Call
clothing. milk cans. Nfe
Day- 1,000 Fathers for Building; 342 East 753-3895 after 5p.m.
jackets, skis, camping
1,000 suits and blazers. Washington; Paris; 901- NICE 2 BR traaler, near
goods, household items.
Stanley products
Suits regular $140- now 642-2552.
Murray. No pets. Call
To be held next weekend
$89.93. Shorts, regulars ODD jobs- build decks, 489-2611.
In case of rain
& long 36 to 54. Koit patios; tree trimming; ONE bedroom trailer,
shirts to 4X. Slacks to concrete work. Phone off Hwy 94. Call after
54. Ties regular $10- now 436-2904.
5:30p.m. 753-1907.
$5. Clarks Clothing, OFFICE FURNITURE- TRAILER for rent.
See
next to C-Mart, Ky. 121 NEW shipment of Kenny at
MOVING
By-Pass North, Murray shelving- 1 load compuor
rent
on
753-3557.
ter desks, storage private lot, edge of city
cabinets, desks, chairs, limits, near University.
16. Home Furnishings
files, etc. 442-4302, Cryts Call 753-4524.
FATHERS Day Sale. Used Office Furniture,
All recliners, easy 1016 Jefferson St., 30. Business Rentals
chairs, oak rockers & Paducah, Ky.
OFFICE or Store space
lamps, on sale now. PROTECT your inlocated in Southside
Savings throughout the vestment put a rubber
Shopping Center approx.
store, through June bed mat in your new
550 sq ft. Immediate
14th. Carraway Furni- pick-up truck. Stokes
possession $275 per month
ture, 105 N. 3rd. Tractor 753-1319.
Furniture, Moped,
Call 753-4509 or 753-6612
753-1502.
RED padgent dress.
golf clubs, clothes,
ICING size waterbed size 2, $60. Call 753-3134.
32. Apts for Rent
etc.
mattress. Call 759-4421 EON'S Muffler now
after 5 pm.
has: heavy duty shocks 1 BDR. $150 & dep. 1
LAZY Boy recliner, for $15.90 ea. installed; Bdr. $165 & dep. Near
perfect condition, light mufflers $26.95 in- Univ, furnished. 753tan. Solid oak coffee stalled. Will change 0430.
table. Call 436-5571.
your oil, filter with lube 1 BR all furnished
Friday
W H I R'L P 0 0 L $14.95. 400 N. 4th St. basement apt. All
utilities paid. $200 a
June 13, 8-5
MICROWAVE ovens as 753-3514.
low as $4 per week; 25" SATELLITE VCR month, $75 deposit. Call
Saturday
Magnavox color TV as combo- complete satel- 753-8294.
14, 8-1
June
1
BR
furnished apt. $160
low as $7 per week; lite system, including
Woodlawn
308
Whirlpool automatic receiver, motor drive, per month. Water &
Baby clothes. changing
washer as low as $6 per 10' alum. dish, remote cable furnished. No
table. 2 pbypens, small
900
week; Whirlpool re- control VCR, tax & children or pets.
boys, ladles & mens
frigerator as low as $8 Installation- only $1695 Coldwater Rd. 753-5980.
clothing. household
per week. Goodyear 'bonus 50 free movie 1 BR furnished apt. No
No sales before 8:00
753-0595.
rentals- 759-1800 Sat. pets. Call 753-3139.
In case of rain postponed
1 BR furnished apt. Low
DR Etc. Etc.
2
1.
19. Farm Equipment
SATELLITE super utilities. No pets please.
5 SPEED transmission, special the Pico Call 753-1549.
System remote con- 2 BEDROOM furnished
truck rear ends and
other parts to numerous trolled: rec/motor apts. Low rates- by the
to mention for late w/10' all alum. dish. day, week or month. No
model Chevrolet trucks. Tax & installation only pets. 436-2594 or
753-4545$1449- one only. Sat. Dr. 436-2231.
960 CASE combine John Etc. Etc. 759-1800, 601 S. 1 BR apt. with refrigerator, dishwasher,
Deere 4 row corn drill, 4th, Murray.
$2000 for both. Magnus SIX drawer double stove, central air &
(Off Doran Rd.)
Beach, Kirksky 489-2662 dresser, single bed with heat, water furnished.
7a.m.•10a.m.
drawers underneath, Quiet, nice neighborRain or Shine
STEEL buildings. Must mattress & box springs hood. $235 per month.
Baby Items, household
7594406.
sell 2 arch- style steel included- oak finish,
Items, boys & mens
buildings from can- $125. Bag-N-Wagon for VERY nice, clean, furclothes, lawn mowers,
nished
apt.,
convenient
cellation. One is 40x40. Snapper Hi Back
& lots more.
to
Campus.
Call
brand new. Call Nick mower, like new, $125.
753-7276.
1-800-527-4044.
753-5753SNAPPER mower
22, Musical
blades, all sizes, $6.99.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
AM-FM Radio Shack Wallin Hardware,
SNver
Gold
stereo receiver, has two Paris, TN.
10x19 speakers without SPECIAL PRICE now on
Closed
Closed
speaker wire. Very good Wheel Horse rear engine
Yesterday
348.20 Yesterday
5.35
condition. Call 762-4381.
riders, 8 hp and 11 hp.
Opened
Opened
BASS player looking for Overstocked. See us be348.70 Today
Today
5.37
work with country band. fore you buy. Stokes
has vocal and harmoney Tractor 753-1319.
.50 Up
Up
.02
vocals. Call 753-6256.
_TILLERS- chain drive,Compliments of:
'PIANO S-pinet used 5 h.p.'Briggs & Stratton
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
Rebuilt Grand Pianos. engines, $299.99. Wallin
713 S 121h Murray, Ky. 47071
New, used organs. Hardware, Paris, TN.
753 7113
Conert Grand piano TOPPER Ercamino,
W.. boy Gold. %alive a DICIMOrld•
used. Lonardo Piano fits up to '66. 2 15"
W.• loon tranotiy on anything of welkin
.
,
Co. next to Penney's, Goodyear radial tires.
Ho,,,', 10 6 Doily, Closed Sunday
Paris. Tenn.
2- 15" Michelin tires. 1
Kenmore washer &
24. Miscellaneous
dryer, good condition.
Nice metal ice box. I4x8. Call 759-4663.
MO- 16" truck tires. 2
Area company seeks hands on maintenance
40 FT. 36" galvanized sets box springs 3.
manager.
Must be well experienced in supermattresses.
3'6'8" Cross
chain link fence, 2 walk
vision of personnel, repair of industrial
gates, posts & hard- Buck storm door. Call
ware. Good condition. after 6p.m. 753-0315.
machinery, pneumatics. hydraulics, steam
$100. 753-7526.
WASHER & dryer,
boilers,
electrical controls. hdpe, all types of
GALLON aquarium, obo. Waterbed, king
welding, and refrigeration. Company offers
excellent condition. $100 size; $ drawers, 3
negotiable. Call after cabinets, mirror headcompetitive salary and company paid benefits.
board with light, cushNo.m. 753-41.29.
If interested please send your resume and
gal BLACKTOP sealer ion rails, $230 obo
&airy history to:P.O. BOX 1040-F. Murray, Ky.
$5.95. While supply 753-4862.
42071
lasts! Mid -South WE have goad clean 5S
Wholesale Building; 342 gal.. drums, $6 each. AG
AM replies held in strict confidence.
East Washington; Brokers, Industrial Rd
Paris; 901-442-2562.
7534333.

For Sale

7 PARTY
YARD SALE

4 PARTY
YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
1703
Johnson

I
BEETLE JUST
WON THE
CAMOUFLAGE
CONTEST

24. Miscellaneous

HOUSEKEEPER
needed, some babysitting. Must be efficient &
dependable. Send resume with references to
P.O. Box 1040-C,
Murray, Ky.
NEEDED: 1 weekend &
1 night worker to care
for lady in home, involves some lifting. Call
753-0251.

SALE
1803
College Farm
Friday
8-4
Saturday
8-12

6 12

INS

6. Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted

MY POO OTTO

•
FOR THE FIRST LL
TIME IN HISTORY„

rimrtr-turwrist

ga

MAINTENANCE MANAGER

um

••••

THURSDAY, JUNE 12, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
34. Houses for Rent
BR houses on
Sycamore & Main
Lease or lease with
option to buy. Call
753 1109 or 762 6650 or
436-2844.

38 Pets -Supplies
AKC German Shepherd
puppies. large solid
black, father champion
pointed. $350 Outright.
$250 co-owned. Call 502436-2858.

38. Pets•Supplies
OBEDIENCE train
your dog at home with
no force. 6 lessons. VHS
video tape. $39.99 M.
Adelman. Rt. 2 Box 54B.
Hazel, Ky. 42049.
PET Designs Animal
Grooming. Call 753-8525
or 753-2798.

REGISTERED Pointer
pups. 6 weeks old.
38. Pets-Supplies
Gateway Matador &
AKC Labrador pups. Rex Cherokee Jake
hunters. Cheap! Benton Breeding. 753-3599
41. Public Sales
354-8714.
41. Public Sales

41. Public Sales

MOVING
SALE

GARAGE SALE
1541
Canterbury
Corner of Tabard
7:00 A.M. Till?
Saturday
Lots of misc. items
Clothes, exercycle,
trailer awning, floor
polisher, light fixtures,
brie a brac, & much
more.

Sat., June 14
8 till 4
307 Irvan
Couch & 2 chairs,
bicycle, clothes,
household items,
lots more.

MOVING
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
June 13 & 14
8:30-5:00
211 S. 13th
Rain or Shine

•

MOVING
SALE

YARD
SALE

Fri. & Sat.
8:30-?

Furniture clothes, games.
toys, carpet rugs, 64
Chev truck. household &
toys.

MISC

Items

Rain

Of

shine

CARPORT
SALE
Fri. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-Noon
2103
Coldwater Rd.
(2nd house on left
past Shady Oaks)
Lamps, chairs, old
records, clothes &
lots of good items.

711 Olive St.
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday
Ceiling van, boat &
ski equip., toaster
oven, radios, men &
womens clothing &
shoes, elec. guitar &
amplifier, more.

Saturday
Only
816 N. 19th
Misc. items

One mile on 280 off
94 E, beside Erne's
Garage.

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.-?
209-A N. 5th

Fri. & Sat.
1409 Sycamore
Antiques, crafts,
material, typewriter,
bicycle, flowers,
flower pots, clothes,
new pressure cooker
& dishes.

Mens,
ladies,
childrens clothes,
household items,
nic-nacs & kettle
grill.

the late Dixie Pogue 509 South 7th
Murray
Friday
8 a.m. til 4 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m. til 2 p.m.
Household furniture, religious
reel to reel tapes, religious albums,
depression glass, collectibles and
antiques. Several quilts & tops including Star of the East & Wild
Goose Chase. China and crystal.
Lots of pots & pans and dishes.
Everything Must Go.

(1 St. over from
Hamilton Ave)

Cancel if rains

Carport
Sale

115 South 13th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-3492

•••

MURRAY
..1*
••'d4
HOT TUBS IP
'
4144
Considering everything you go
through daily, who deserves a
REGENCY SPA
more than you?

INTRODUCING
The Newest and Bost Car Lot
In The Purchase
Consignment
Lot

Mom'Em

Saturday
8-12
1661 College
Terrace

Need to
That Oar, We'll Move It
Plead to Buy That Car, Come Buy

Fri. & Sat.
8-3
1607
Locust Dr.
Exercise bike, treadmill,
household
items, clothes, toys,
books, etc.

YARD
SALE
1507
Oxford Dr.
Friday
8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m.-12

Double D

Downtown Murray, 4th IL Papier
or call 7W1211

Williams and White
Lawn Care
Jimmy Williams
1502) 498 8873

410,1N.

‘
/111
1114.
111ii
•
Mike White
'
190 1) 247 5335
44

43.Real Estate
GOVERNMENT homes
from $1 iU repairi.
Delinquent tax property Repossessions.
Call 805-687-6000 Ext
E1-8155 for current repo
list.
kOPPERUD Realty
otters a Complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality home in the city

ar in the county All
price range's Phone
753-1222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
Ne make buying & selling Real
Estate easy for you

CANTERBURY Estates, 1510 London Dr.
CaJ1 for appointment
759-4573.
FOR sale by owner:
brick 3 bdr. with carport, storage bldg. and
garden. Nice neighborhood on corner of Storey
Ave. & Meadow Lane
Call 753-5901.

83 50 hp
Evinrude motor with lift,
Camping kit, Call
436-2289.
20' IMP cabin cruiser
with heavy duty trailer.
motor needs work.
$2000. 15 HP motor.
$275. 3 HP motor, rope
start, needs work, $75.
Trolling motor. $35.
Honda mini bike, $100.
Frigidaire refrigerator.
$100. Call 436-5375.
33' NAUTALINE
houseboat 1967. T200's.
gen.. VHF. $15.000.
753-4065 evenings.
SAILBOAT 15 ft. Cape
Dory Day Sailer.
trailer, motor. $1250
Call 247-4166.
SAILBOAT- 17' O'Day
with trailer & motor
Call 753-7228.

53. Services Offered
2 MEN want to do yard
work. Tree trimming.
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery, mow
yards. light hauling &
wood for sale. Free es
timates. 753-0680 or 759.
1683.

ROOFING

NICE 3 BR home, cedar
siding. 2 full baths,
fenced in yard. in city

Metal & Shingles.
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding.
Free estimates.
Call 759-1600

$38.1)00. Call 753-0659.
WELL maintained, 2
BR house in city limits.
Central gas & air.
Priced in 30's. 753.0778
after 5:30p.m.

4•

53

Services Offered

IrrigationResidential
Russell Lowery
Well Drilling
753-2620
FREE ESTIMATES
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick.
concrete, driveways.
sidewalks, patios. house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore.
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872. 4365848 ihome I.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dish washers. refrigerators. etc. Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 7535341.

SMALL
CARPENTRY
gzt

1983 650 NIGHT Hawk
.Call 753-6203.
MUST give away- 1983
black Harley Davidson
XLX Sportster. Garage

kept. 10,000 actual
miles. excellent condition. Many extras. Must
see. $2500 firm. 759-1512
or 753-8540.

49. Used Cars
1952 NASH good shape.
perfect to restore. Call
436-2183 or 436-5615.
1973 DODGE Polaria.
good for parts. Call 4365435.
1974 BUICK Regal. Best

offer. Call 759-1310 before 4p.m. or 753-4544

after 6p.m.
1974 CHEVY Malibu,
ps, pb. auto., air cond..
350 Cu. in. Green with
black vinyl rop. $925.
759-4696.
1975 PLYMOUTH Valiant, low mileage, cream
puff. Call 753-8692.
1977 MERCURY
Marquis station wagon.
Call after 6p.m.
753-3293.
1978 AUDI Fox, 4
door. Clean. Call 7531541 or see at 210 N. 8th
St.
1979 CADILLAC Coupe
Devine. full power.
$3950 or best offer Cal
753-4617 anytime
1980 CUTLASS Calais.
AM:FM cassette, ps.
• pb, good tires, excellent
condition, reasonable
price. Call 437-4364 after

5p.m.
'1982 CUTLASS Calais.
42.000 miles. 25800. Call
753-0463.
1984 CAMARO Z•28,
chrocal metallic, tops.
loaded, clean. $8900 or
best offer. 753-7307.
1985 ARIES- SE, auto,
ps. pb. air, cruise,
excellent condition, 45.
000 mi. 753-8124.
73 IMPALA, 1 owner.
air. ps, tilt wheel. Motor
& transmission
guaranteed. $500.. 7530076.
'75 FORD LTD, 48.400
miles Call 492-8871

50. Used Trucks
1962 CHEVY pickup
- traciie,fair - tires. burns
oil. $350 obo. 753-4862
1979 CHEVROLET 3/4
ton truck. pb. ps. 64.000
miles. Priced to sell.
Call 753-9433.
1981 FORD Courrier.
auto. 51.000 mi.- good
condition. Call 753-8124.
1982 C37 jeep. Jamboree Special, black &
gold, rag top, 5 speed.
overdrive. $6300 Call
763-6919 after 5:30p.m.
1985 4-WHEEL drive
Chevrolet Scottsdale Call
759-1737 or 753-0747
CHEVY C 10 pick
up- mechanically
sound, needs paint Call
759 1257 afternoons Ard
evenings
CHEVROLET gravel
truck
Dodge 1 ton
Chevy 454. POrtable
welder. Aluminum

storage trailer 3 barrel
drilling shotgun Make
offer 759 1739

wheat base, 36.3 corn base with large yield.
Nice 6 room frame house with bath, small basement, lots of mature shade trees, stock barn, tobacco barn, tool shed and other outbuNdings.
Buyer pays 10% down day of sale.
Balance in 30 days or on receipt of deed.
Possession with deed with buyer honoring lender
agreement in effect for 1986 crop year.
Buyer receives the rent payment.
For detailed information and
inspection of farm call

Otto Chester's Auction Service
435-4128 or

Coleman Real Estate
and Property Management Office
753-9898
Farm sells at absolute auction. Will be shown
from 10 a.m. to noon on sale day.
Announcements made day of sale take
precedence over printed matter.

AUCTION
*** FARM MACHINERY ***
SATURDAY, JUNE 14, 1986
10:00 AM - RAIN OR SHINE

NEAR FARMINGTON, KY
Sale Location: From Farrnington, Ky. Take
Hwy. 121 South East 1 Mile To Beech Grove Rd.,
Proceed South To The Rickman Farm
Si • ns Posted!'

nights 474-2276.

GENERAL Home
Repair- 20 years experience. Roofing &
painting, indoor & outdoor. Odd jobs. No job
to small. 474-8057.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
GUTTER repairs,
aluminum and vinyl
siding and trim Call
753-6621

TRU( KS

1976 Ford F-600 w Grain Bed & Hoist. 2 Speed. Low
Miles. 900-20 Rubber • 1982 Jeep J10 4 Wheel Drive
Pickup. 4 Speed. Lock In Lock Out Hubs•1976 Chevy
Pickup. V-8 Automatic•1975 Chevy C-65 w Grain Bed
& Hoist. 58,2 S• •. 9.00-20 Rubber
IELCI EQUIPMENT

AC 333 No Till 11 Row Planter•Holland 2 Row Pull Type
Tobacco Setter•Century 500 Gallon Pull Type Sprayer
• Kasten Model 20 Silage Wagon Covered Top •
Dunham 12' Cult' Packer eP&M 7- -3 Pt. Chisel Plow•
Hahn H-300 Hi Boy Sprayer•Two-300 Gallon Pull Type
Sprayers•Ford 7. 3 Pt Disc•7 3 Pt Blade•John
Deere 110 - 12. Wheel Disc•Helix Spiral
Cleaner
•Holland 1 Row Pull Type Tobacco Setter
n Deere
400 Rotary Hoe • Two-4 wheel Farm
$ • 8'
Hutchinson 411. Transport Grain Auger • INC Sale"
Semi Plow•John Deere 2 Flow 3 Pt Planter•2 Row 3
Pt Cultivator•Ford 3•12- Plow•Ford S' -3 Pt Rotary
Cutler•IHC 56 - 4 Row Planter•MF 3x 14 Plow•3 Pt
Spray Boom
Water Winch Model WW-90-M '.Mile irri9stion Rig •
Hale Model 6FR-C413 Power Unit Irrigation Pump •
Hobart Portable Welder w 4 Cylinder Engine
This Will Be An Open Sale To Area Farmers
That Have Excess Equipment To Sell The
Auction Will Be Held On The Rickman Farm
Located 2 Miles South East Of Farmington. Ky
On The Beech Grove Rood
CONTACT THE AUCTION COMPANY FOR DETAILS,

COMPLETE SETTLE

NT DAY OF- SALE!!

JAMES R. CASH
inv AUCTIONEER A REAL ESTATE BROKEN
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 47039
15021 62341466 OR 0021 623-6316
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATE.:

53

Services Offered

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum OM vinyl

siding. Customs tarn
work. References.
Cell WIII Ed Salley

m
753-04111111
ROOFING, Siding.
Concrete work, Additions. Painting.
5 7 .Wanted
General Carpentry
P.A. Molony
753-8628
WANTED
local area
Free EsUrnotes.
old photographs are
SEWING Machine Re- needed for the old City
pair. All makes and of Murray & Calloway
models. Home & In- County, either with or
dustrial. Bag closing without people These
machines. Also scissor ',heftier apers w-thf•-• be-sharpening. 40 yrs. returned las soon as
Barnhill. 753-2674.
Stella. Ky

some large prints are
made from Me pictures
Mail to P0 Box 1040 L,
Murray, Ky.

Ovum's
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
6. CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS

•

EXPERIENCE

STOP BY AND SEE
OUR NEW SHOW ROOM

•

Irrigation-Residential

409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
•
•
.MURRAY, KY 42071
753-5940.

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING

• Watch for the date of our Open House •
•••••••••••••••••••••

HAMILTON Cultured
Marble, tops- sinkspanels, custom made
vanities. Free Est. 7539400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
JOINER'S complete
tree service 32 yrs
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.
L EE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753-7203.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair and
preventative maintenance. Roofs, floors.
plumbing. wiring,
hurricane straps. 7594850.

Metal Roofing &
Siding-Factory Direct
first Ovelity palatial 142.00
per square. Gelvenized
$32.00 per oqueni. Pa 36"
coverage. Puy orofy for *Mist
yes get. S V Motel Is standard lengths et $26.93 per
1111116111.

Tell Free le Ky.
000433-3243.
Prise delivery 23
sipiares end up.

BLUEGRASS AG
DISTRIBUTORS
Henderson, Ky.
MOODY'S Mower
Repair- pickup and
delivery. All work
guaranteed. Call 7535668.
MOWING, hauling.
pruning, plantings. Also
roto-tilling. Bushes and
trees removed, rubbish
clean-ups. etc. Yard
work, minor repairs,
odd jobs. Good prices.
refs. Call Jerry at
759-9661 or 759-4808 7
eves per week.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it. I do it. You
buy. I install. You
break. I fix. Call 4362868 evenings

TI AC TO

PIC 1066. Cab & Duals • Ford 5000 Diesel. Remote
Valve • Ford 3600 Diesel. 744 Hours, Power Steering,
Spin Out Wheels. Remote Valve • A-Farmall w Cultivator, Plow•John Deere 2030 Diesel, Engine Needs
Repair •INC 706 Diesel• Moline 445 Utility•International TD-20 Dozer • Gehl 95 Grinder Mixer • Badger
2100 Hone Wa •on•IFIC 9' Wheel Disc

residential, Free estimates, References. 25
years experience.
Tremon Farris 759-1987
PIANO tuning. Call Roy
Dunn 753-8976 after

FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
our needs.
ENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex_perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free es- experience. All work
timates. Days 753-6973. guaranteed. Kenneth

Free Estimates

"1611111

Real Estate Auction

= Paper
hanging. commerical or

or
901-352-5704

additions. Custom energy sayer homes. Contracted or hourly. Solar
home builders. Tripp
Williams 753-0563.

Sat. June the 14th at 12 Noon
Rain or Shine
Approx. 3 miles northeast of Lynn Grove, Ky.
Win be selling to settle the estate of the late
Luther Parks.
99 acres of gentle to rolling high productive farm
land,laying in 3tracts. Has 70 ac. tillable land, 34.8

53. Services Offered

McKenzie. Tn

bECKS. patios, foundations. greenhouse

**11/4111

53. Services Offered
CONTRACTOR- carpentry, painting. Big or
small we do it all.
Quality worn clone for
less. Free estimate.
489-2663.
DAVE'S Window Cleaning Residential, commercial, one & two story.
References. 10,; Senior
Citizen discount.
753-9873.

Call Collect.
901-352-3811

753-9440

4 7 . Motorcycles

IMPORT Auto SalvageNew & used parts. Open
8-5, Mon.-Sat. 474-2325.

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-Noon
524 S. 6th St.
Lamps, dishes,
childrens
clothes & other
items.

YARD
SALE

house, white

48. Auto Services

YARD
SALE

Estate Sale
At the home of

46. Homes for Sale
2 BR modern frame
home, utility shed &
well on 1 lot. $12.500.
Call 436-5439.
3 BR home for sale. 2
mi. east of Murray. Call
753-8014.
ATTRACTIVE two besiding, natural gas heat,
two storage buildings on
one acre, located five
miles north of Murray,
Hwy. 1824. Asking $24.
500. Call 759-4826.
BEAUTIFUL brick,
new roof. 2 hot water
heaters, garage, electric door opener. Near
downtown. KenLake
Foods. Briggs & Stratton and University. 2
baths, eat-in kitchen,
utility, living room.
dining room, 4 bedrooms. large beautiful
lot. In the 60's. 753-2999
or 753-1357.

5 PARTY
YARD SALE

Miirray Ledger & Times

44 Lots for Sale
5 I
Campers
LARGE wooded lake 1973 20 FT Cree. air
lot, near Hamlin Ken- awning, self contained,
tucky & Pinebluff area. excellent condition
Good view of lake. Nice $2200. Call 753•7930.
building site. Accessa- CAB -over camper.
ble. Reasonably priced. L.W.B.. sleeps 4. AC.
Financing available DC. stove & refrigeraKen Shores Estates tor. porta-pot. Extra
753-7531.
nice. $595. Call 759-1987.
LOT in Hill-N-Dale
subdivision, adjoining 52.Boats-Motors
Ken Lake State Park. I FT. fiberglass
ski
Will consider taking Oat, 50 h.p.
Johnson.
late model pickup truck new prop.
new upor car for trade. holstery; all equipment,
753.4545.
trailer, cover. $1650.
TWO residential lots 762-2448.
Highland Oaks sub-' 1983 CREST
division. $3500 each boat. 24 ft, fully Pontoon
equipped.
Call 759-4903
deluxe furniture.

droom

YARD
SALE
1605
Catalina
Thurs., Fri.,
Sat.
8-6

YARD
SALE
Saturday
June lgt
8- re
443.443
Dab Jury Rd.

Baby & household
items, fabrics, clothes,
new & used items
Everything must got

4 PARTY
YARD
SALE
Friday
Wiswell Rd.
/
1
4 Mi. from
Westview

PAGE II

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

Hopkins Insurance Agency
LIFE
SUPPLEMENTAL CANCER
INTENSIVE CARE
HEALTH
Cornet 1 3t It 81 Poplar

1 1 5 South 13th
Murray. Ky. 42071
1 5021 753 6202

Auction Sale
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., June 14th, 1986 at 10 a.m. at Mr.
Charlie Russell home. From Mayfield, Ky.
take Hwy. 45 South. 1st blacktop road to
right past coffee cup on Pritchett Rd. 6
miles to sale site. Watch for auction signs.
Mr. Russell is unable to live by himself and
is living with his daughter.
Will sell a beautiful 3 bedroom, house 14
bath, large living room with fireplace, den,
kitchen,dining room & large patio, outside
storage-double garage, community well,
variety of fruit trees, setting on app. 1 acre
lot. The real estate will sell at 12 noon.
Personal property: Nice butcher block
breakfast set •4 chairs with straight back
• nice dining table and 6 chairs that may
be oak • hidabed couch & chair•other nice
couch & chair • coffee & end table • odd
chairs • library table • braided rug •
fireplace set • small rocker • 3 piece
bedroom suite •odd poster bed •twin Jenny Linn bed • bookcase bedroom suite •
automatic washer & dryer • large hair
dryer • wine rack • pictures & frames •
table lamps • 8 place setting of china • 8
place setting of pottery •8 carnival glasses
•stem fruiters• old meat platters•coffee
mugs•other old glass& china•pots & pans
•small kitchen appliances•stainless steel
mixing bowls • stainless flatware • lot of
lining •electric broom •8 h.p. snapper electric start riding mower with grass catcher
•push mower•1983 #200 Yamaha 3 wheeler
• 1983 XZ 80 Yamaha dirt bike • battery
charger • used tires & wheels • fruit jars.
Many other items not listed. Auction held
rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available.
Real estate terms: 10% down selling
price day of sale. Balance in 30 days with
passing of deed. Real estate held jointly
with Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate. Pete
Waldrop, Broker.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 11281
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
Darrell Beane - App. Auctioneer
For more information phone 435-4144
759-1707 or 247-7485

Public Auction

Friday, June 13th at 5 p.m. at the
Let Rex give you a
Dan Miller Auction Barn in Lynn
price on your sepGrove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take 94
tic tank & backhoe
West
to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield
work. take Hwy. 121 South. Turn south onto
1836. App.3 miles to auction. Watch for
auction
signs.
30 yrs. experience
Will be selling antiques, good usable
• NIP. REMOVAL
furniture & appliances.
S ERVICE.
Auto. washer & dryer • refrigerator • 2
Mechanically removed
or 3 bedroom suites • other odd beds &
10 inches below the
chests• nice recliners•odd chairs•couch
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn
& chairs•coffee & end tables•table lamps
Larry Wood 753-0211
•19" B&W TV.•small lamp tables• wood
TRF!E WORK. Sombreakfast set•chrome breakfast set•nice
plete removal, topping.
microwave oven • pots & pans•small desk
trimming, stumps
& chair•office chair•cash registers•admechanically removed.
Experienced
ding machine •old tredal sewing machine
Larry
Wood 753-0211
•used carpet•dinner bell•dated fruit jars
WET BASEMENT! We
•some old glass & china•old coins•some
make wet basements
old quilts • wheel chair • potty chair •
dry Work completely
walker • step ladder • extension ladder •
guaranteed Call or
write Morgan Conlike new pony saddle • small table saw •
struction Co. Rt 2, Box
good exercise bike • push mower.
409A. Paducah, ,ICy.
Many other items not listed. Auction held
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
rain
or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
WILL do bushhogging
and order gardens. Call
753-8590.
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 4111111
WILL haul white rock,
-sand, lime, rip rap and
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
masonary sand, coal,
Darrell Beane - App. Auctioneer
dirt. gravel, fill sand
"My Services Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
Call Roger Hudson,

753-9224

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

753.454,5 or 753-6763
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TVA chief scorned by panel
WASHINGTON (AP
— Tennessee Valley
Authority Chairman
Charles H. Dean Jr. got
a rude reception from a
congressional panel investigating the collapse
of TVA's nuclear power
program.
Rep. Richard Shelby,
D-Ala., said during a
day -long hearing
Wednesday that Dean
had shown a ''callous
disregard" for his
responsibilities last
year when he allowed
TVA to ask the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
for a permit to begin
loading fuel at the Watts
Bar Nuclear Plant near
Spring City, Tenn.
TVA's new manager
of nuclear power,
retired Navy Adm.
Steven A. White,
withdrew that application earlier this year.
White's action followed
TVA's decision last year

to hire an independent
contractor to investigate scores of safety concerns raised about
the Watts Bar plant by
TVA employees.
Dean said the TVA
nuclear officials who initiated the permit application in 1985 "truly
felt that the plant was
ready to load fuel."
He said the safety concerns raised by
employees did not surface until after the application was filed.
But Rep. John
Dingell, D-Mich., chairman of the Energy and
Commerce subcommittee that held the hearing, told Dean that TVA
either had filed a false
statement with a federal
agency — a possible
criminal offense — or
the agency's nuclear
managers were
incompentent.
"I'm not sure either

case justifies your continued existence on the
federal payroll,"
Dingell told Dean.
Dingell's subcommittee spent most of
Wednesday questioning
TVA officials,
employees and contractors about the safety
problems that have
forced a shutdown of all
five of TVA's licensed
nuclear reactors in
Alabama and
Tennessee.
Afterwards, Shelby
said he was appalled by
the testimony, which included allegations that
TVA managers have
engaged in a pattern of
harassment against
employees who voiced
safety concerns.
Dean said the TVA
board adopted a policy
in 1980 encouraging
employees to bring their
concerns to management, but he conceded

tnat some TVA
managers have been
guilty of harassing
employees who voiced
safety complaints.
"The board by policy
is opposed to harassment," Dean said. "But
in an organization with
30,000 employees, there
Is always a chance that
there is going to be some
harassment of
employees. When it
turns up, we are going to
prosecute it."
Five TVA engineers,
all at one time members
of the TVA board's
Nuclear Safety Review
Staff, told the subcommittee in a joint statement that recent
management changes
instituted by White "are
more window dressing
than substance."
"The failed TVA
management of the past
continues to infect the
current nuclear

organization." said
Jerry D. Smith, one of
the engineers who served as spokesman for the
group. He said TVA's
failure to resolve its
safety problems "could
be disasterous" for
communities near TVA
reactors.
Dean and White
acknowledged under
questioning by Dingell

that they cannot vouch
for the safety of the
welds, electrical cables,
concrete supports and
emergency systems of
the agency's nuclear
reactors.
But Dean said every
safety concern that has
been raised about any of
the plants will be investigated before they
are restarted, and White

vowed to "leave no
stone unturned" to ensure that the plants are
safe before any one is
brought back on line.
Dean said TVA's

ratepayers are losing
$500,000 a day because
the shutdown of the five
reactors has forced the
agency to use more expensive fuel,

QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

11111.11111111114114 0011111.114MON

Keep TIM Gnat GM Poles W16 Gamin GM Farb

Come Play
The Ultimate Game
(Formerly Woodland Sports Survival Game)

Sat., June 14
9 a.m. and 1 p.m.

111111111
1981 Olds Cutlass Supreme

$10.00 Includes Game Costs and
Paint Pellet Pistol. Bring A First Time
Player And Get $5.00 Off. Bring This
Ad For A Free Tube Of Pellets,
4 Miles East of Murray On
'Outland School Road
Call To Be Put On Player List
492-8738 Nights
753-0153 Days

56,000 mules, AM/FM cassette. air conditioning,
brown In color.

$4,500.00
DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
641 S. Murrelf

PURCHASE
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Visit Our Deli for all
Dad's picnic favorites!

2 Liters

COCA COLA &
COCA COLA
PRODUCTS

Dishwashing Detergent

CASCADE

50 Lb

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

'249

Gummie Berry

Limit 2
Adair What
With $ 15 00 Or More
Tobacco
Excluding
Purchase
Special
Dairy & Drinks on

Lay's Delta Gold 7 01

19

JUICE

KOSHER DILLS

BUY 1 GET 1
FREE

Chase & Sanborn

179

TEA BAGS

COFFEE

Aunt Jemima Lite 24 Oz.

Lb Bag

99'
179

Prairie Farm

PANCAKE SYRUP

Lucky Leaf Cherry

POTATO CHIPS

460z. $1

Lipton 100 Ct

Hyde Park Fresh 48 Oz.

Prices Good
06-12-86 Thru
06-18-86

1407 Main St.
753-4682

2% MILK

$ 199

Gal. $ 189

89'
PEPSI &
CAKE MIX
69 PEPSI PRODUCTS sI"
FRUIT COCKTAIL 99'
GRAPE JELLY 99' LIGHT MILK
v, Gal 99'
PEACHES
290, 99'

PIE FILLING

2 1 Or

8 Pk. 160z.

Pillsbury 18 0,

Plus Deposit

Del Monte 30 Oz.

Welch's 18 Oz.

Flav o rich

Del Monte Sliced

U.S.D.A.
Grade A

Owen's Best
Sliced Slab

BACON

Del Monte

PEAR HALVES....,90z.99°

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

$1 19

CHICKEN
BREAST

$ 1 39
Lb

U.S. Choice

Owen's Best
Family Pack

ROUND
STEAK

GROUND
BEEF

$ 13
9
Lb
Boneless $1.49 Lb.

Lb
89
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

r

.;

-

g

r PPOOLICE

DELI

4ct.

cTiF

‘)
I

Y lb vt. S

3/49
CABBAGE
19
POTATOES
69
49C& 59
LETTUCE
CAULIFLOWER
'1 19
BANANAS
29
CORN

;r0.,01

Sm>tn,

Golden Prop

H•3

Extra Lean

PORK STEAK

Owe'

Lb

Lb

$

89

Lb

U.S. Choice Boneless Roiled

RUMP ROAST

Owen s Famous

$

19

$359

Owen s Best (Whole Chicken,

FRIED CHICKEN
Owen s Best Del, PRO ipr

Lb

U.S. Choice Chicken

FRY STEAK

$329

SWISS CHEESE

BBQ RIBS

Boston Butt

PORK ROAST

$189

$ 139 BBQ CHICKEN

Extra Lean

PORK CUTLETS

Best

$239 BAKED BEANS
)o.•

Lb

Re,: Store- Made

$ 189 COLE SLAW
•

$389
9 Pcs

$1 09
$ 7 09

